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1. Introduction 
Monte Carlo method and its applications to electron microscopic and 
spectroscopic techniques 
1.1 Electron microscopic and spectroscopic techniques 
The electron microscopic and spectroscopic techniques are conveniently and widely used for 
surface and bulk analysis of materials. These analysis tools use the various types of electron 
signals that emitted from the specimen irradiated by a beam of mono-energetic primary 
electrons or X-rays for imaging of surface, and for structural and chemical characterization. 
Different signals in relevant techniques are secondary electrons (SEs) and backscattered 
electrons (BSEs) for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger electrons (AEs) for Auger 
electron spectroscopy (AES) and scanning Auger microscopy (SAM), photoelectrons for X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray photo-emission electron microscopy 
(XPEEM), elastic scattered electrons for elastic peak electron spectroscopy (EPES), inelastic 
scattered electrons for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and reflection electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (REELS), characteristic X-ray and bremsstrahlung for electron 
probe microanalysis (EPMA) and analytical electron microscopy (AEM) (Reimer, 1998). 
Particularly, SEM is more frequently used for a quick sample characterization. Imaging of 
microstructure of materials with SEs and BSEs plays a very important role in many scientific 
and technological fields. SE images, formed by SEs of very low energies (<50 eV) emitted 
from the surface region, provide mainly topographic information of the specimen surface 
with nanometer resolution with a modern SEM. BSE images can provide more information 
about the matrix composition for the signal electrons are transported from the sample 
interior within interaction volume of primary electrons of several keV energy. SAM is a 
technique that combines AES with SEM and is commercially available as an ultra-high 
vacuum instrument for chemical investigation of clean surfaces. With SAM it is possible to 
observe the surface elemental distribution and to obtain chemical state information by 
detecting AEs that carry characteristic energies representing the specific energy levels of 
surface atoms ionized by an incident electron beam. 
The principle of these techniques relies on electron-solid interaction. Therefore, the study of 
electron transport is very important to these techniques for a detailed understanding of a 
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variety of physical processes involved in the electron–solid interaction. These physical 
processes comprise elastic and inelastic scattering in bulk and at surface. Such processes can 
occur repeatedly (multiple scattering), so that a combination of scattering effects that are 
responsible for some important features is observed in experimental spectra or images. 
1.2 Monte Carlo method 
The Monte Carlo (MC) method was initiated in the 1940s by Ulam and von Neumann who 
were working on Manhatten project in Los Alamos; they considered to design a novel 
numerical method with the use of random numbers to solve the problem of neutron 
tranposrt (Metropolis, 1987). Nowadays, MC methods are widely used in many fields to 
solve complex physical and mathematical problems (James, 1980; Rubinstein, 1981; Kalos & 
Whitlock, 1986), particularly those involving multiple independent variables where other 
numerical methods would demand formidable amounts of memory and computing time. 
MC electron trajectory simulation method has been used since 1950’s to electron probe 
microanalysis, electron spectroscopy and electron microscopy, for obtaining quantitative 
information on different signals recorded by these instruments. Various MC physical 
models have been proposed and used for specific purposes. The main advantages of MC 
simulation are the easy implementation of different scattering channels with their cross 
sections into a simulation model and the ability to describe radiation transport through 
material structures with complex geometry boundaries. 
In a MC simulation of electron transport, an electron trajectory is tracked as a random 
sequence of flights that end with a scattering event where the electron changes its direction 
of movement and/or loses energy, and produces secondary signals in an inelastic event. For 
a given experimental condition numerical random trajectory histories of electrons have to be 
simulated to present statistically meaningful calculation result. To such a simulation a MC 
physical model is essential, which considers how to treat electron scattering with 
corresponding formulation, e.g. a set of differential cross sections (DCS), for the relevant 
interaction mechanism. The DCSs determine the probability distribution functions (PDF) of 
the random variables that represent physical quantities for tracing an electron track, e.g. free 
path between successive events, type of interaction taking place, energy loss and/or angular 
deflection in a particular scattering event. Once these PDFs are known, random sampling 
can be made so that a trajectory history is formed. When a large number of trajectory 
histories are generated, quantitative information on the signal transport process may be 
obtained by a statistical averaging over the simulated histories (Salvat et al., 2006). 
A MC simulation yields the similar information as the solution of Boltzmann transport 
equation, with the same interaction model, but is easier to be implemented (Berger, 1963). In 
particular, the MC simulation of radiation transport in a sample with complex geometry is 
straightforward, while even the simplest finite geometries are very difficult to be dealt by 
transport equation method. The drawback of the MC method lies in its random nature, that 
is, the calculation results suffers statistical uncertainties, which can be reduced at the 
expense of increasing sampling population, and, hence, the computation time. 
1.3 Physical processes 
The present status of the MC calculation, particularly related to SEM/SAM, is outlined. For the 
treatment of electron elastic scattering, both the screened Rutherford formula and the Mott 
differential cross section have been available. Since it was been found (Ichimura & Shimizu, 
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1981; Reimer & Krefting, 1976) that the use of the Mott cross section is more satisfactory than 
the Rutherford cross section, particularly for heavier elements and at lower energies, the 
employment of the Mott cross sections in the keV and sub-keV energy region is now popular. 
Regarding the approach to electron inelastic scattering, the Bethe stopping power equation 
in the continuous slowing-down approximation (CSDA) has been widely used with 
considerable success. To include fast secondary electron generation, some modifications 
have also been made to the CSDA: the hybrid of the CSDA with the individual energy loss 
processes due to inner-shell ionization (Ichimura & Shimizu, 1981), the utilization of the 
discrete inelastic scattering cross section of Moller (Moller, 1931; Murata et al., 1981), and the 
use of generalized oscillator strength in a hydrogenic approximation for inner shells 
(Desalvo & Rosa, 1987), each of which permits the simulation of the fast knock-on electrons. 
However, any characteristic energy loss process specific to a sample is omitted under the 
CSDA. Considering that Bethe’s equation is valid only at sufficiently high electron energies, 
Rao-Sahib & Wittry (Rao-Sahib & Wittry, 1974) have empirically extrapolated Bethe 
stopping powers to the low energy region by assuming a parabolic function, 1 2dE ds E−− ∝ , 
which has been extensively used in the simulation of the slowing down process of slow 
electrons (Joy, 1987; Kotera, 1989; Luo et al., 1987; Newbury et al., 1990). But this 
formulation gives energy dependence opposite of that predicated by the Lindhard theory 
for free electron gas (Lindhard, 1954; Ritchie et al., 1969) and overestimates significantly the 
energy loss of low-energy electrons. Concerning secondary electron generation, both models 
of the secondary electron excitation assumed from the stopping power formula (Joy, 1987; 
Matsukawa & Shimizu, 1974; Murata et al., 1987) or from the Streitwolf (1959) equation 
(Koshikawa & Shimizu, 1973; Kotera, 1989; Kotera et al., 1990; Luo et al., 1987) have required 
fitting parameters in order to get the correct secondary electron yield.  
Furthermore, the secondary emission process was simply described by an exponential decay 
law (Joy, 1985) or was hybridized with a cascade model of secondary production (Luo & 
Joy, 1990) and with emission processes (Koshikawa & Shimizu, 1973). Another 
unsatisfactory situation is that one usually divides the energy region for fast secondary 
electrons and the low secondaries to adopt different approaches for each (Ding & Shimizu, 
1988a; Ding & Shimizu, 1989a; Kotera, 1989) because the available models of electron 
scattering and secondary generation were limited in certain energy range. 
Therefore, a unified treatment of electron inelastic scattering and secondary electron 
generation is quite necessary. Perhaps the best approach should be based on a dielectric 
function which characterizes the specific excitation processes of a sample (Pines, 1964). A 
dielectric function ( ),ε ωq  can provide us with detailed knowledge of energy loss cross 
section and scattering angular distribution for electron inelastic scattering. This has been 
achieved (Cailler & Ganachaud, 1990; Ganachaud & Cailler, 1979a; Ganachaud & Cailler, 
1979b) for free electron metal, Al, using the well-known Lindhard dielectric function 
describing the plasmon excitation and electron-hole pair production. Unfortunately, the 
ideal Lindhard dielectric function of free electron gas in the random phase approximation 
(Fetter & Walecka, 1971) is valid only for limited materials, that is, so-called free electron 
metals, and is hardly applicable to other materials such as transition and noble metals, for 
which the optical dielectric data have shown complexities due to interband transitions 
(Rather, 1980). Some modified analytical dielectric functions in the plasmon-pole 
approximation with damping (Brandt & Reinheimer, 1970) were also limited to materials, 
for which the damping plasmon dominates the energy loss processes of electrons, such as 
carbon and silicon (Desalvo et al., 1984). Furthermore, the theoretical calculation of q -
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dependent dielectric function, ( ),ε ωq , is difficult and has been numerically evaluated 
(Nizzoli, 1978; Singhal, 1975; Sramek & Cohen, 1972; Walter & Cohen 1972) only for selected 
q s and the first few reciprocal lattice vectors using realistic band structure data for some 
simple metals and semiconductors (Sturm, 1982). In fact, the comprehensive first principle 
theoretical calculations for metals have been limited to ( ) ( )0,ε ω ε ω= =q  (Maksimov et al., 
1988). It is thus impractical to use ( ),ε ωq  derived from a band structure calculation for a 
MC simulation, hence we have to use the optical dielectric data which are available 
experimentally from optical method and electron energy loss spectroscopy (Egerton, 1986). 
Systematic data of the dielectric constants have been provided and compiled for a number 
of materials for practical use (Hagemann et al., 1975; Palik, 1985; Palik, 1991) with advance 
in use of synchrotron radiation facilities. 
Our first attempt (Ding & Shimizu, 1988a) had used the approach given by Powell (Powell, 
1985). The q -integrated excitation function for electron energy loss and production of 
secondary electrons is related to ( )ε ω  and a parameter, which was determined by fitting 
the calculated electron mean free path with experimental data. Reasonable accuracy has 
been achieved in the calculation of the energy distribution of backscattered electrons (Ding 
et al., 1988b). However, the angular information in electron inelastic scattering was 
accumulated by the integration over q, and the parameter-involved approach is not 
favorable for general use. Particularly, this parameter does not allow describing the Bethe 
stopping powers at high energies, so that we had to use this simple dielectric model only for 
slow electrons. 
According to Penn’s work (Penn, 1987), the q-dependent electron energy loss function may be 
derived from optical dielectric constants. This algorithm enables us to calculate energy loss 
cross section and scattering angular distribution required for a MC simulation of discrete 
electron inelastic scattering processes (Ashley, 1991; Ding & Shimizu, 1989b). It has been 
shown that the method yields the Bethe stopping powers at high energies (Ashley, 1988; Ding 
& Shimizu, 1989b), and the calculated electron mean free paths fit the experimental data in a 
wide energy region for many elements and compounds. This fact indicates that the dielectric 
function modeling is very useful for MC simulation of electron inelastic scattering. We have 
used it in the calculation of x-ray depth profiles (Ding & Wu, 1993) and background in Auger 
electron spectroscopy (Ding et al., 1994), and Tokesi et al. (Tokesi et al., 1996) have calculated 
the reflected electron energy loss spectrum. Jensen & Walker (Jensen & Walker, 1993) have also 
employed it to study the backscattering yield of positrons and electrons of high energies, but 
they failed to get good agreement with experimental data for electrons, partly because of the 
neglect of the secondary production. We shall demonstrate, by including cascade secondary 
electron generation that the backscattering yields as well as the angular energy distribution 
describe the precise experimental curve down to low energies very well. This modeling 
describes the inelastic scattering reasonably well, covering the wide energy range from several 
eV above the Fermi energy to several tens keV. Furthermore, the simulation of cascade 
production of secondary electrons included with discrete electron inelastic collisions can be 
directly made in a simple way. 
Furthermore, great efforts have also been made for the structures simulation with complex 
geometries near term years. Some studies using a MC electron-trajectory simulation 
technique have been carried out for several kinds of simpler geometrical specimens 
(Gauvin, 1995; Hovington et al., 1997a; Hovington et al., 1997b; Drouin et al., 1997; Ly et al., 
1995; Radzimski & Russ, 1995; Howell, 1996; Lowney, 1995; Lowney, 1996; Postek et al., 
2002; Seeger et al., 2003; Yan & El Gomati, 1998). Gauvin (Gauvin, 1995) performed 
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simulations of X-ray images and BSE images for a spherical inclusion of homogeneous 
composition embedded in a matrix, based on use of Mott elastic-scattering cross sections 
and a modified continuous slowing-down approximation. Their CASINO program is a 
single-scattering MC simulation of electron trajectories in a solid, specially designed for the 
interactions of low-energy electrons in bulk solids and thin foils, and can be used to generate 
the usual recorded signals in a SEM (X-rays, SEs, and BSEs) either for point analysis, line-
scans, or images (Hovington et al., 1997a; Hovington et al., 1997b; Drouin et al., 1997). Ly et 
al. simulated SEM images of spheres of different materials on a substrate surface and at 
various depths beneath the flat surface (Ly et al., 1995). Radzimski and Russ performed 
simulations of BSE images of three-dimensional (3D) multilayer and multi-element 
structures, on the basis of a single-scattering procedure, to study electron beam and detector 
characteristics (Radzimski & Russ, 1995). Their simulation procedure also took into account 
the effects of the electrical and angular characteristics of a solid-state detector and the effect 
of the electron beam size on image quality and certain artifacts. Howell et al. developed a 
program to illustrate macro topographies on electron backscattering (Howell, 1996). This 
program can simulate a target constructed with a choice of a flat surface, a circular filament, 
or a rough surface simulated by a sine wave. Another MC simulation program, MONSEL, 
has been used to model the interaction of an electron beam with one or two lines 
lithographically produced on a multilayer substrate (Lowney, 1995; Lowney, 1996). The 
simulated signals include transmitted, backscattered and secondary electrons. Another 
application of this program was concerned with the simulation of two-dimensional (2D) SE 
and BSE images of a simple notch (Postek et al., 2002). Recently, the MONSEL program has 
been extended by Seeger et al. to simulate SE and BSE images of a complex structure 
consisting of many triangles to create a complex specimen surface (Seeger et al., 2003). 
Certain programming techniques enabled faster calculations. Yan and Gomati developed a 
3D MC code to simulate images of BSEs and AEs for a more complex specimen (Yan & El 
Gomati, 1998). Their code required the 3D geometric structure to be described in analytic 
form. 
Because of the difficulty of simulating secondary electron generation and emission processes 
for specimens with complex structures, most previous studies emphasized simulation of 
BSE images with very simple structures, and only a few were capable of simulating SE 
images for specimens with complex structures. Also, inhomogeneous distribution of 
chemical composition inside a sample has not been considered generally. For this, the 
constructive solid geometry (CSG) modeling (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005; Yue et al., 
2005) and finite element triangle mesh modeling (Ding & Wang, unpublished; Li et al., 2008) 
have been developed to construct arbitrary geometric structure. Also, the inhomogeneous 
distribution of chemical composition inside a complex structure has been used in the 
subsequent researches (Yue et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009). 
In this respect, the MC model (Li et al., 2008) used here for SEM/SAM image simulation has 
been improved in three aspects with respect to our previous simulation models (Ding & 
Shimizu, 1996; Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005; Shimizu & Ding, 1992; Yue et al., 2005): 
First, the full Penn dielectric function (Mao et al., 2008) is employed for the treatment of 
electron inelastic scattering to replace single-pole approximated (SPA) dielectric function. 
Second, we combine the constructive solid geometry modeling (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 
2005; Yue et al., 2005) and finite element triangle mesh modeling (Ding & Wang, 
unpublished; Li et al., 2008) to construct an arbitrary geometric structure. Third, we use a 
ray-tracing technique (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005; Yue et al., 2005) for an 
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inhomogeneous specimen with a complex geometric structure and introduce the space 
subdivision method to accelerate the calculation (Ding & Wang, unpublished; Li et al., 2008). 
Additionally, a rough surface geometry model is introduced to construct the sample surface, 
together with using of a ray-tracing technique (Li & Ding, 2005) in the calculation procedure 
of electron step length. Appropriate boundary correction (Yue et al., 2005) had also been 
considered in order to treat the reflection/refraction of low energy secondary electrons 
when they pass through an interface separating different materials. The present MC 
simulation model, therefore, is probably most useful for application to SEM/SAM. In Sec. 2, 
detailed physical/mathematical model of electron transportation, MC simulation method 
and complex construction algorithms will be introduced. And then the applications for 
simulation of CD-SEM images for critical dimension (CD) nanometrology and simulation 
study of SAM images will be demonstrated in Sec. 3 and 4, respectively. 
2. Monte Carlo modeling 
Programming a simulation code for a study of electron-solid interaction relies on knowledge 
about two aspects: first, the theoretical description of electron scattering in the solid and 
cascade process; second, the reasonable description of the sample geometry boundary with 
corretion to the MC procedure. A basic MC model for simulation on a semi-infinite sample 
with flat surface can be established based on well understanding of the first aspect; the MC 
procedure deal with the essential processes of the interaction between incident electrons and 
solid. To implement the MC simulation for a sample with complex geometry, the modeling 
of complex sample geometry becomes indispensable. 
2.1 Physical modeling of electron transport 
The interaction between the electron and solid consists of three elemental physical processes: 
elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and cascade electron generation. The electron elastic and 
inelastic scattering dominate the deflection and energy loss of electrons, respectively. 
Following electron inelastic scattering events, the energy transferred from an electron to a solid 
may induce the generation of cascading electrons (excitation of solid electrons) and this 
process will lead to the generation of signal electrons, especially SE signals. In a MC model for 
a semi-infinite sample with flat surface, the reasonable description of these three elemental 
processes is demanded. A detailed theoretical algorithm to deal with interaction processes is 
described below and a description of the MC procedure is also given. 
2.1.1 Elastic scattering 
When a moving electron meets the positively-charged nucleus, it may be deflected without 
energy loss (ignored the recoil energy) due to the electric interaction. This phenomenon is 
called elastic scattering, which could be described by elastic scattering cross section in unit 
of area. Rutherford equation is the classical formulation of differential elastic scattering cross 
section with scattering angle, 
 ( )
2 4
224 1 cos 2
ed Z e
d E
σ
Ω θ β= − +
, (1) 
where Z , e , E  and θ  are the atomic number, electron charge, kinetic energy of the moving 
electron and scattering angle, respectively. β  is a screening parameter used to include the 
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influence of the atomic electron cloud. Rutherford elastic scattering cross section has been 
widely used in the MC simulation in past year because of its simplicity. However, the 
Rutherford elastic cross section shows its limitation when it applies for slow electron and/or 
heavy element (Walker, 1971). Furthermore, considering the wave properties of electrons, 
more precise elastic scattering cross section should be derived in the quantum picture 
instead of classical picture (Ding & Shimizu, 2003).  
According to Mott (Mott, 1929), by solving Dirac equation a relativistic representation of the 
differential elastic scattering cross section is given by, 
 ( ) ( )2 2ed f g
d
σ θ θΩ = + , (2) 
where the scattering amplitudes is derived by a partial wave expansion method (Mott & 
Massey, 1965): 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
0
2 2 1
1
1
1 1 1 cos ,
2
1
cos ,
2
l l
l l
i i
l
l
i i
l
l
f l e l e P
ik
g e e P
ik
δ δ
δ δ
θ θ
θ θ
+ −
+ −
∞
=
∞
=
⎡ ⎤= + − + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= − +
∑
∑
 (3) 
where k¥  is the electron momentum, ( )coslP θ  and ( )1 coslP θ  are Legendre and the first 
order associated Legendre functions, lδ +  and lδ −  are the phase shifts of the l th partial wave 
for spin up and spin down electrons, respectively. A detailed numerical technique for 
calculation the phase shift could be found in Yamazaki’s work (Yamazaki, 1977) which 
follows that of Bunyan & Schonfelder (Bunyan & Schonfelder, 1965). There are some 
published databases (Fink & Yates, 1970; Fink & Ingram, 1972; Gregory & Fink, 1974; Mayol 
& Salvat, 1997) in which the phase shifts and differential elastic scattering cross section have 
been tabulated. The most recent database is released by National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) (http://www.nist.gov/srd/nist64.htm) for providing differential and 
total elastic electron scattering cross sections, phase shifts and transport cross sections. 
A comparison between Mott and Rutherford elastic scattering cross sections for Au at 
electron energy of 400 eV is shown in Fig. 1. Some obvious structures appear at lager 
scattering angles, which have been verified through a comparison with experimental 
measurements performed on Au vapor (Ding, 1990). They may be smoothed at high 
energies because a large number of partial waves are involved. According to a systematic 
comparison between these two cross sections (Ichimura, 1980; Shimizu & Ichimura, 1981), 
Mott elastic cross section is shown more accurate for heavy atoms and for slow electrons 
because spin-orbit interactions, which is dealt with more reasonably in Eq. (2), are 
important. 
The total elastic cross section eσ  can be obtained by integrating the differential elastic 
scattering cross section over whole solid angles, 
 ( ) ( ){ }2 202 sinee d d f g dd πσσ Ω π θ θ θ θΩ= = +∫ ∫ , (4) 
which is related to elastic scattering mean free path in solid via 
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 ( ) 1e eNλ σ −= , (5) 
where AN N Aρ=  is the density of atoms, AN  is Avogadro’s number, ρ  is the density 
and A  is the atomic weight. The elastic scattering mean free path is the average distance 
between two successive elastic collisions between a moving electron and solid atoms, which 
is the basic information requested in the MC simulation for electron transport in solids. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Polar plot of differential electron elastic scattering cross sections for Au atom at 
electron energy of 400 eV. Mott and Rutherford cross sections are shown by solid and 
dashed lines, respectively. 
2.1.2 Inelastic scattering 
The moving electron can also encounter collisions with the solid electrons, accompanied by 
energy loss and excitation of solid electrons. This type of collisions involving energy transfer 
is called inelastic scattering, and can be described by the differential inverse inelastic mean 
free path (Ding, 1990),  
 ( )
2 1
0
1 1
Im
,
ind
dqd a E q q
λ
ω π ε ω
− ⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
¥
, (6) 
where inλ  denotes inelastic mean free path (IMFP), q¥  and ω¥  are momentum transfer and 
energy loss, respectively; 0a  is Bohr radius and ¥  is Planck constant. ( ){ }Im 1 ,qε ω−  is the 
energy loss function and ( ),qε ω  is the dielectric function. In Eq. (6), the energy loss function 
is the only unknown quantity. Once the energy loss function is determined, the electron 
IMFP can be theoretically evaluated by the integration 
 
2 1
1
0
FE E q in
in q
d
d dq
dqd
λλ ω ω
+
−
−−− = ∫ ∫ , (7) 
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where the integration limits, ( )2q m E E ω± = ± −¥ ¥ , are the largest and the smallest 
momentum transfers kinematically allowed for given E  and ω . The restriction to 
FE Eω ≤ −¥  is due to the Pauli exclusion principle that an electron can not fall into the Fermi 
sea which is already occupied by electrons in the solid. 
It is difficult to give a theoretical calculation for the energy loss function because of its 
complexity. The energy loss function includes the contributions of plasmon excitation, 
valance electron excitation, inner-shell electron excitation and so on. However, considering 
the fact that the optical energy loss function ( ){ }Im 1 ε ω−  is the limit of energy loss function 
as 0q→ , an alternative way, by extrapolating optical energy loss function to ( q ,ω )-plane, 
can be applied to theoretically evaluate energy loss function. The advantage of this method 
is that abundant optical data for ( )ε ω  in the loss energy range of 0 410 10−  eV are available 
and are compiled in a database (Palik, 1985; Palik, 1991); use of these data derived from 
experiments allows a more accurate description of electronic excitation in real materials. 
Assuming the statistical approximation by neglecting the vertex correction, self-consistency, 
exchange and correlation and considering that the charge distribution in the Wigner-Seitz 
cell is spherically symmetric, Penn (Penn, 1987) has proposed an extrapolation method by 
expanding the energy loss function in terms of the Lindhard energy loss function without 
using any fitting parameters: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )01 1Im Im, , ;p p L pd gq qω ωε ω ε ω ω
∞ ⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫− −⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪=⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
∫ , (8) 
where the expansion coefficient ( )g ω  is related to the optical energy loss function by 
 ( ) ( )
2 1
Img ω πω ε ω
⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (9) 
and ( ), ;L pqε ω ω  is the Lindhard dielectric function (Lindhard, 1954) of the free electron gas 
with plasmon energy pω¥  in the long-wave limit, 
 
0
2 1 1 1 1
1
2 8 4 8 4
r
L
X X
F Z F Z
a q Z Z Z Z Z
ε π
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
, (10) 
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a k ZZ
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⎧ ≤ ≤⎪⎪⎪ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎪ − − − ≤ ≤ += ⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎪⎪⎪⎩
 (11) 
where ( ) ( )2( ) (1 )ln 1 1F x x x x= − + − , FX Eω= ¥ , 2 FZ q k= . 2 2 2F FE k m= ¥  is the Fermi 
energy and Fk  is the Fermi wave vector. They are related to the plasmon energy through 
the electron density. rLε  and iLε  denote the real and the imaginary parts of the Lindhard 
dielectric function, respectively. 
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The above extrapolation method is called the full Penn algorithm (FPA) here. In the same 
paper Penn has further introduced the well-known single-pole approximation (SPA) to 
simplify the calculation. The approximation was indeed useful for the initial guide to find 
the trend of the energy dependence of IMFP, so that many other calculations followed the 
same route (Ding & Shimizu, 1988; Tanuma et al., 1988; Tanuma et al., 2005). The detail 
implementation of the FPA and SPA is given below, together with a comparison between 
them, which indicates the validity of SPA. 
The implementation of FPA is carried out as follows. For a free electron gas with a certain 
electron density or plasmon frequency, pω , only the area in the ( ),q ω -plane along the 
plasmon dispersion line, where 0rLε =  and 0iLε = , can have a contribution to the integration 
in Eq. (8); the Lindhard energy loss function along this plasmon dispersion line is divergent; 
while for 0iLε ≠ , only the single electron excitation is allowed. Then we need to divide the 
calculation into two parts, i.e. single electron excitation and plasmon excitation in the area 
0iLε ≠  and 0iLε = , respectively (Jensen & Walker, 1993). 
The single electron excitation part of the calculation is performed directly with Eqs. (8)-(11), 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )01 1Im Im ; ;, , ;p p p pL pe d g q q q qq qω ω Θ ω ω Θ ω ωε ω ε ω ω
∞ + −⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫− −⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − −⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
∫ . (12) 
Here ( ){ }Im 1 ,
e
qε ω−  represents the energy loss function of the single electron excitation 
part, and q−  and q+  are the left and right boundaries of the area for 0iLε ≠ , respectively, 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2
2
; 2
; 2
p F p F p
p F p F p
q k k m
q k k m
ω ω ω ω ω
ω ω ω ω ω
−
+
⎧ = − + +⎪⎨⎪ = + +⎩
¥
¥
. (13) 
Note that in Eq. (12) the plasmon frequency pω  is used as a variable which scans over the 
loss energy range of the available optical data. For the plasmon excitation part, because of 
the existence of the positive infinity, the integration of pω  can be removed to give the 
energy loss function of plasmon excitation, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0 00 0
0
1
Im ( ) ;
, , ;
r
L
r
Lpl
g q q
q d q d ε
πω Θ ω ωε ω ε ω ω ω
−
=
⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪ ⎡ ⎤= −⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
, (14) 
where the single-valued 0ω  satisfies ( )0, ; 0rL qε ω ω = ; it is a numerical solution of the 
plasmon frequency at 0q =  for the plasmon dispersion line that passes through the given ( ),q ω -point. The slope of the real part of the Lindhard dielectric function is 
 
( )
0
0 0
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 22
1 2 1 2
2 1 1 1 1
, ; 2
3 2
1 1 1 1
        2 ln ln ln ln
1 1 1 14
r
L
r
L p p
p
d q d
a q Z a q Z
C C X C C
C C C C
C C C CZ
εε ω ω ω ω π π=
⎧⎪= − + +⎨⎪⎩
⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞+ + + + ⎪× − − + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎬⎜ ⎟− − − −⎢ ⎥⎪⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎭
, (15) 
where 1 4C Z X Z= −  and 2 4C Z X Z= + . The condition ( )0;q qΘ ω ω−⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  requires the 
plasmon dispersion line for 0( , ; ) 0
r
L qε ω ω =  to be terminated at the left boundary of the area 
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for single electron excitation. For Al, the dominant intensity of ( ){ }Im 1 ,
pl
qε ω−  is around 
the bulk plasmon frequency, so 0 15ω ≈  eV with certain expansion for the peak width. The 
total energy loss function is the summation of these two parts, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1
Im Im Im
, , ,
e pl
q q qε ω ε ω ε ω
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫− − −⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪= +⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
. (16) 
On the other hand, by SPA the Lindhard energy loss function is simply given by 
 ( ) ( )
2
1
Im
2, ;
p
q
qL pq
ωπ δ ω ωωε ω ω
⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪ ≈ −⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
, (17) 
where the equation 
 ( ) ( ) ( )22 2 2 2 21 2
3
q p p F pv q q mω ω ω ω= + + ¥  (18) 
defines the plasmon dispersion qω , and ( )F pv ω  is the Fermi velocity of an electron gas with 
the plasmon frequency pω . The energy loss function then becomes 
 ( ) ( )0 0
1 1
Im Im
, qq
ω
ε ω ω ε ω
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫− −⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪≈⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎩ ⎭⎩ ⎭
, (19) 
where 0ω  is the solution of equation ( )0,q qω ω ω= . Basically, 0ω  is similarly obtained as in 
FPA except that now the dispersion equation is given explicitly. SPA is a good 
approximation for materials, such as transition and noble metals, that have broad optical 
energy loss functions in the loss energy region of 100-102 eV, but not for free-electron-like 
materials for which a sharp plasmon peak dominates the optical energy loss function. 
Fig. 2 shows a perspective view of the energy loss function obtained by FPA and SPA for Al 
and Cu. The optical data for Al and Cu are taken from (Shiles et al., 1980) and (Hagemann et 
al., 1974), respectively. The difference between the two methods is mostly significant at the 
low loss-energy and low momentum-transfer area (Fig. 2); for energy loss and momentum 
transfer higher than shown in Fig. 2, the energy loss function forms the Bethe ridge without 
apparent difference between FPA and SPA. For Al, the FPA energy loss function still has a 
limited but nonzero intensity for single particle excitation even for pω ω<¥ ¥ . This is an 
important source for the creation of low energy secondary electrons in a MC simulation; the 
plasmon excitation intensity decays quickly when the dispersion enters into the single 
particle excitation region (Fig. 2(a)). SPA on the other hand completely ignores the single 
electron excitation. This missing contribution is compensated to the intensity of plasmon 
excitation whose dispersion line extends up to large q  values while the ridge height decays 
very slowly (Fig. 2(b)). Therefore, there is no any energy loss when pE ω< ¥ . This becomes a 
serious problem for low energy electron inelastic scattering. For Cu, the differences still exist 
(Figs. 2(c)-(d)), but owing to the rather smooth and broad shape of the optical energy loss 
function the inelastic scattering probability obtained by the two methods for low losses and 
at low energies should be comparable. 
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Fig. 2. Perspective plot of the energy loss function as a function of momentum transfer and 
energy loss, calculated by the full Penn algorithm (FPA) and single-pole approximation 
(SPA) for Al and Cu: (a) Al, FPA; (b) Al, SPA; (c) Cu; FPA; (d) Cu, SPA. 
2.1.3 Electron cascading 
MC simulation is a powerful technique for simulation of secondary electron emission 
phenomena and calculation of the related energy spectra and yields of secondary electrons 
(Shimizu & Ding, 1992; Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Ding et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2004a). As 
described above, the generation of SEs is a cascade process due to multiple inelastic 
scattering. The differential inverse inelastic mean free path given by Eq. (6) is used to 
describe the energy loss of moving electrons, as well as the cascade secondary electron 
generation. 
The SPA was used in our previous simulation of SEs (Ding et al., 2001). After sampling the 
energy loss, EΔ , for an inelastic scattering event, a SE is assumed to be excited from the 
Fermi sea by adding the loss energy EΔ  of the moving electron to the initial kinetic energy 
of the SE, with the excitation probability being proportional to a joint density of states of free 
electrons, i.e. ( )( , )p E E E E EΔ Δ′ ′ ′∝ + , where FE E′ <  is the energy of the Fermi sea electrons. 
This assumption follows Chung’s work (Chung & Everhart, 1977) on plasmon damping. 
Under this procedure, with the differential energy loss cross section or the secondary 
electron excitation function determined using SPA, all SEs were assumed to be excited in the 
same way as through plasmon damping. 
However, the treatment of secondary electron generation by FPA needs to consider two 
individual mechanisms as in the calculation of differential inverse inelastic mean free paths, 
i.e. single electron excitation and plasmon damping. After the momentum transfer q¥  and 
the energy transfer ω¥  are determined by a MC sampling procedure, we specify that single 
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electron excitation occurs if ( ) ( ); ;p pq q qω ω ω ω− +< < , and plasmon excitation occurs if ( ); pq q ω ω−< , where the value of pω¥  is determined from the Fermi energy FE  through the 
relation with electron density. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the condition for single electron excitation. The zk  axis is along the 
direction of q . The shaded disk is the area that contains allowed momenta of excited 
electrons. An electron in the Fermi sphere at initial state of ( ), ,i x y zk k k=k  gains the loss 
energy ω¥  and momentum transfer q¥  from a scattering electron and transits to the final 
state of ( ), ,f x y zk k k q= +k  by energy and momentum conservations. Notice that if an 
electron excited from the interior of the allowed disk does not satisfy the condition that 
f Fk>k , the allowed disk becomes an annulus. 
The secondary electron generation via plasmon damping can be treated exactly the same as 
in the previous model. For a single electron excitation, the probability distribution for 
exciting an electron of the momentum ik  from the Fermi sea is given by (Ganachaud & 
Cailler, 1979a; Ganachaud & Cailler, 1979b), 
 
2
2( ; , ) (2 ) ( ) ( )
2
i F i i F i f Fp k d q k k
m
ω δ ω Θ Θ⎡ ⎤< = − ⋅ + − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫k q k k q k k
¥¥ , (20) 
where f i= +k k q  is the momentum of the excited SE after the inelastic collision. As shown 
in Fig. 3, let the z-direction of the wave vector of the electron in the Fermi sea be the 
direction of the momentum transfer; by the energy and momentum conservations we have 
 
( )
( )
2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2 2
22 2
2 2
2 2
i
x y z
f
x y z
k k k E
m m
k k k q E
m m
ω
⎧ ′= + + =⎪⎪⎨⎪ ⎡ ⎤ ′= + + + = +⎪ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩
k
k
¥ ¥
¥ ¥ ¥
, (21) 
or, equivalently, the components of ( ), ,i x y zk k k=k  have to satisfy two conditions: (1) 
2 2 2 22x y z Fk k k mE+ + < ¥ ; (2) ( )22 2 22x y z Fk k k q mE+ + + > ¥ . The electrons that can be excited 
therefore lie in a disk of Fermi sphere defined by 
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 ( )22 2zk m q qω= − ¥ ¥ . (22) 
The momentum ik  of the electron to be excited can be selected from the disk with two 
random numbers. This determines the momentum fk  and the kinetic energy 
2 2 2f mk¥  of 
the secondary electron after excitation. 
2.1.4 General Monte Carlo simulation procedure 
Base on the knowledge of electron elastic and inelastic scattering and electron cascading 
described above, a general MC simulation procedure is given below (Ding, 1990; Ding & 
Shimizu, 1996). 
The present MC simulation of electron trajectories penetrating a sample is based on a 
description of individual electron scattering processes, as schematically shown in Fig. 4. The 
problem is, then, reduced to the determination of values of physical quantities such as step 
length, scattering angle, energy loss, and so forth, in a particular scattering event. The MC 
technique basically chooses these values by random numbers according to respective cross 
sections. Given a probability distribution function ( )P x  for a variable x , we can derive a 
normalized accumulation function ( )A x , 
 ( ) ( ) ( )max
min min
x x
x x
A x P x dx P x dx′ ′ ′ ′= ∫ ∫ , (23) 
and determine a specific value of x  from ( )A x R=  for a given value of uniform random 
number [ ]0,1R∈ . 
 
 
Fig. 4. Scheme showing the discrete model for Monte Carlo simulation of electron scattering. 
Suppose that the step length, s , of a scattering electron between two successive collision 
events obeys the Possion stochastic process with the probability distribution 
 ( ) 1 msmP s e λλ −−= , (24) 
where mλ  is the total mean free path related to the corresponding elastic mean free path and 
the inelastic mean free path through 
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 1 1 1
m e inλ λ λ− − −= + . (25) 
An electron will then suffer a scattering event when it passes s selected by a random number 
1R  via 
 1lnms Rλ= − . (26) 
Another random number, 2R , determines the type of individual scattering event followed 
after passing s : If 
 1 12 e mR λ λ− −< , (27) 
it is elastic, otherwise it is inelastic. 
For elastic scattering, it is attributed to an atom of i th element if 
 
1
1 1
3
1 1
i i
j ja a
j e j e
j j
e e
C C
R
λ λ
λ λ
−
= =< <
∑ ∑
, (28) 
where ( ) 10 0eλ − = , holds. The angle of scattering is calculated by 
 
4 0 0
Mott Mott
sin sine e
d d
R d d
d d
θ πσ σθ θ θ θΩ Ω
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞′ ′ ′ ′= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫ , (29) 
with the differential cross section for ith element, and the azimuthal angle is assumed to be 
isotropic, 
 52 Rφ π= . (30) 
Regarding inelastic scattering, the equation similar to Eq. (28) can be applied by replacing 
eλ  with inλ , and jeλ  with jinλ , for an alloy-like sample described by the sets of dielectric 
functions for each component, in the sense that it is not an atom but the constitutive 
electrons themselves that contribute to inelastic collision. For a compound-like sample, the 
dielectric function is given such as to treat the material as a whole, and it is therefore not 
necessary to specify a particular element. In the next step we determine the amount of 
energy loss EΔ  by the equation 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
6 0 0
FE E Ein ind dR d E d E
d E d E
Δ λ λΔ ΔΔ Δ
− −−′ ′= ′ ′∫ ∫ , (31) 
It should be noted that the zero level of kinetic energy of electrons has been taken as the 
bottom of the valence band. The inelastic scattering angle is calculated by 
 ( ) ( )
2 1 2 1
7 0 0
sin sinin in
d d
R d d
d d E d d E
θ πλ λθ θ θ θΩ Δ Ω Δ
− −
′ ′ ′ ′= ∫ ∫ , (32) 
once the energy loss EΔ  is determined in a preceding stage by Eq. (31), where the double 
differential cross section with respect to energy loss and solid angle can be obtained from 
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Eq. (6) by transforming variable q  to θ . The energy and the momentum conservation give 
the relation 
 ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 cosq m E E E E EΔ Δ θ= − − −¥ , (33) 
with which the change of variable can be made. Hence, we have 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 1
2 2
0
1 1 1
Im
,
ind E E E
d d E q qa e E
λ ΔΩ Δ ε ωπ
− ⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (34) 
It can be shown that the angular distribution is proportional to 2θ −  for small θ  and the 
forward scattering is strongly preferred. The azimuthal angle in inelastic scattering is also 
determined by Eq. (30). 
Followed by an electron inelastic scattering event, in which the energy loss EΔ , momentum 
transfer q¥  and coordinates (the position where inelastic scattering happens) are suitably 
determined, a SE would be generated; its initial energy 2E  (the kinetic energy equals to 
2E EΔ+  after excitation) is determined from 
 
( )
( )
2
0
8
0
F
E
E
E E E dE
R
E E E dE
Δ
Δ
′ ′ ′+=
′ ′ ′+
∫
∫ , (35) 
in SPA, or, for plasmon excitation in FPA. The polar and azimuthal angles of the cascade 
electron are decided from momentum conservation as 
 2 2sin cos ,    θ θ φ π φ= = + . (36) 
For single electron excitation in FPA, by sampling a point in a disk/ annulus (Eq. (22)), the 
energy and direction of the SE can be also easily decided by Eq. (21). The coordinates of the 
SE is set as that at the scattering point. As the energy, direction and coordinates of the SE are 
determined, they are stored in memories of a computer. After finishing the tracing of the 
primary electron all the information of the cascade electron stored are recalled and the 
trajectory is simulated in a same way as for a primary electron. 
The scattering angle in Eq. (29) and Eq. (32) and the azimuthal angle in Eq. (30) are given in 
a coordinate system moving with the tracing electron (Fig. 4). When these angles are 
transformed into a coordinate system fixed in the sample, the position at the next scattering 
point can be determined. Repeating above procedures, we get a trajectory of the penetrating 
electron which either terminates in the sample when its kinetic energy falls below a cut-off 
energy Ec or escapes from the surface. 
It should be noted that in the simulation, the reference energies (bottom of valence band or 
vacuum level) depends on electron location. For a primary electron penetrating into the 
surface from vacuum the energy of the electron before first inelastic collision is given by 
 0PE E U= + , (37) 
where the primary energy, PE  is measured from the vacuum level and E  from the bottom 
of valence band. The inner potential, 0U , is approximated by the sum of Fermi energy and 
work function, 
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 0 F FU E W= + . (38) 
In the case of electron ejection into the vacuum from the sample, the energy measured from 
the vacuum level is 
 0E E U′= − , (39) 
and the ejection angle, ϑ , measured from the surface normal, is found by the momentum 
conservation parallel to surface (like the light deflection at the interface of media), 
 sin sinE Eϑ ϑ′ ′= , (40) 
where the superscript denotes the corresponding quantities inside the sample. It should be 
noted that the surface barrier inhibits an electron from escaping from the surface into 
vacuum with an angle cϑ ϑ′ > , where 
 1 0 0sin 1 cosc
U U
E E
ϑ −= − =′ ′ . (41) 
The quantum mechanical representation of the transmission coefficient is given by (Cohen- 
Tannoudji et al., 1977) 
 ( )
2
0 2
02
2
0
4 1 cos
,    if cos ;
, 1 1 cos
0,                                          otherwise.
q
U E
E U
T E U E
ϑ ϑ
ϑ ϑ
⎧ ′ ′−⎪ ′ ′ >⎪⎡ ⎤′ ′ = ⎨ ′ ′+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎪⎪⎩
 (42) 
By using another random number 8R , whether the electron could emit or not can be 
decided as 
 
( )9,         if , ;
,       otherwise.
qemitted R T E
absorbed
ϑ′ ′⎧ <⎪⎨⎪⎩
 (43) 
2.2 Geometry modeling of complex structure 
The request of simulation for inhomogeneous sample with complex geometry structure 
demands an efficient structure modeling to be included in a MC simulation. There are two 
questions to be settled, i.e., how to construct a complex geometry and how to correct the 
flight path between two successive collisions. 
To solve the first question, the CGS modeling (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005) and finite 
element triangle mesh modeling (Ding & Wang, unpublished; Wang, 2006; Li et al., 2008; Li, 
2009) have been bring forward. The detail will be introduced below. 
To the second question, considering an inhomogeneous sample formed of many different 
spatial zones, each of which is, however, homogeneous in atomic composition so that the 
total cross section 1mσ λ−=  is only a constant for an electron traveling within a specific zone. 
Therefore, the case of continuous change of atomic composition will not be considered here. 
A problem in sampling by Eq. (26) occurs when an electron crossing the interface of zones 
with different σ  values. Let iT  denote the segment of electron step length s  within the i -th 
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zone of scattering cross section iσ , the Eq. (26) can then be simplified to a sum of a discrete 
sequence, i iTσ , as 
 lni i
i
T Rσ = −∑  and i
i
s T=∑ . (44) 
This differs from the conventional sampling that the step length is only associated with the 
scattering cross section at starting location of the flight step. This correction to the step 
length is expected to be important for specimen containing nanoscale structures so that the 
electron scattering mean free path, that is, the inverse of scattering cross section, is 
comparable with or even larger than the structure feature size. Then the question reduces to 
obtaining the partial distance Ti for an electron flying over the different specimen zone and 
the corresponding sequential points intersecting at the zone surfaces. The detail of the 
sampling process is performed by using a ray-tracing technique (Ding & Li, 2005), which 
will be shown below. Besides the path length sampling, an electron would be refracted at 
the boundary interface. A treatment of the refraction will also be explained. 
2.2.1 CSG modeling 
The geometric structure of the specimen should be specified at first before the simulation. 
By CSG modeling, a complex geometric structure can be constructed with some simple and 
basic shapes which can be analytically described with a few parameters (Ding & Li, 2005; Li 
& Ding, 2005). The blocks enclosed by these shapes contain either the different materials or 
even simply empty ( 0σ = ), as illustrated by Fig. 5. For each electron trajectory step, one has 
to compute the intersecting points with every possible shape. Because a MC simulation 
requires tracking a large number of electron trajectories, the computation for judging 
intersecting points is the most time consuming in a simulation. Therefore, the structure 
construction technique needs to be efficient for the calculation. Here we choose a half-
infinite space with flat top surface as the specimen basis on which a complex structure is 
constructed with some basic shapes. The basic shapes include sphere, ellipsoid, cylinder, 
cone, cube, tetrahedron, polyhedron, and so forth, which can be easily and analytically 
defined. Each kind of basic shape may be implemented into a subroutine to allow for the 
calculation of intersecting points efficiently. 
 
 
Fig. 5. The sketch of constructing specimen geometric structure by CSG modeling. 
It is obvious that, with the limited number of parameters, one cannot in practice build an 
arbitrary complex structure shape. Fortunately, most of the geometric structures observed 
with SEM can be modeled by the present algorithm. In particular, the use of empty blocks 
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enclosed by the basic shapes allows for some special structures to be constructed, for 
example, porous material. Generally, for each shape used in the construction one has to 
transform the orientation of the basic shape in a coordinate system fixed with the sample to 
another one fixed with the shape so that the standard method for solving the simple form is 
applicable. More detail description of this procedure is given by Li & Ding’s work (Li & 
Ding, 2005). 
a. Judging intersecting and sorting 
A series of subroutines for determining the intersecting points of a ray with the basic shapes 
were developed. Because an arbitrary specimen structure is made up of some basic shapes 
which can be spatially located in any position, we have to judge intersecting points of one 
electron trajectory step, viewed as a ray, with every basic shapes specified. In this way all the 
distance T′  pairs can be obtained, where T′  denotes the distance between the starting point 
and a particular intersecting point, for an electron trajectory intersecting with each shape (one 
T′  for incoming and another for outgoing) along the electron moving direction of the electron 
motion. A series of subroutines is used to calculate the T′  pairs for each kind of shape so that 
the program could be modularized; its advantage is obviously that it is easy to expand of the 
program when including other newly added basic shape types (Li & Ding, 2005). 
Having obtained all the intersecting points and the T′  pairs, we have to calculate the 
distance T  for an electron moving within a particular material block. To obtain the distance 
between the adjacent intersecting points along the electron path, the right T′ -sequence 
should first be derived. A simple sort subroutine based on Shell-sort (which, as one of the 
oldest sorting algorithms, is fast and easily implemented) can do this well (Knuth, 1998). A 
2-D array is then used to save the Tsequence and the index for the material to label the 
corresponding scattering cross sections. The correct iσ  is thus determined for the material 
between the ( )1i− -th and i -th intersecting points. This procedure is illustrated by Fig. 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for sorting the intersection distances and the corresponding cross 
sections. 
Regarding the efficiency of the above procedure, it is fast for the small number of shapes 
considered. Of course, one wishes to minimize judging the procedure steps when lots of 
shapes are involved in the structure building. Ideally, if we could know the order of rays 
intersecting with the basic shapes, we would only need to obtain the intersecting points in 
sequence until Eq. (44) was satisfied, so that only several related but not all shapes would be 
considered in the calculation. However, before obtaining the step length we cannot know 
the order. The above-mentioned method is one solution to this self-consistent problem. 
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For a large number of building shapes there are two ways of minimizing the necessary 
number of shapes involved in each step of the judging procedure. The first method is to 
construct a tree-shaped structure with which all the neighbors of a particular shape are 
specified. Then only the neighbors of the shape where an electron step is crossing are 
considered, from among which one correct shape is chosen and the intersecting points as 
well as the distance T are calculated. This procedure step continues until Eq. (44) is satisfied. 
Because in each procedure step we have to consider all the neighbors of the shape varying 
step by step, the overall computation for electron flight step length may still be inefficient. 
Another method considers the geometric structure constructed by dividing the whole space 
into small cubes. Although the neighbor judging is easier, the total computation time is also 
significantly higher because of the need to count many small cubic blocks. 
b. Calculation of path length 
An electron flies in the specimen from the old scattering position 0x  to the new position x  
over a distance s  along the moving direction, 
 0 s= +x x v . (45) 
The flight path vector sv  is treated as a ray in the judging procedure, where v  is the unit 
vector of velocity direction. The valid T  in iis T=∑  that represents the distances between 
intersecting points in Eq. (44) must be positive. 0T ≤  can be excluded by the sorting 
procedure for obtaining the correct T -sequence. 
The procedure for obtaining flight step length by Eq. (44) is as follows. First, a variable C is 
used to apply a do-loop to calculate 
 ,       1,2,...,i i cC C T i mσ= + =  (46) 
where cm  is the number of intersecting points. If the condition lnC R≥ −  is satisfied at 
i m= , this means that the electron flight terminal will be a fall in the m -th section. The do-
loop should be stopped at m  and the step length is then given by 
 
1 1
1 1
ln
m m
i i i m
i i
s T R Tσ σ− −
= =
⎛ ⎞= + − −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ; (47) 
otherwise, there is no i  for the condition being satisfied. This means the step length is 
longer than 
ii
T∑ ; so some additional conditions should be used to decide s . There are two 
cases: (1) an electron is moving toward the vacuum, that is, 3 0v <  or 0z <  and 3 0v =  and 
0z = . The electron then escapes from the specimen and we can simply take 
1
cm
ii
s T==∑ . 
Another subroutine is used to determine whether the electron has enough energy to 
overcome the surface barrier; (2) an electron is moving toward the basis, that is, 3 0v >  or 
0z >  and 3 0v =  and 0z > . The electron is scattered in the basis, so the step length is 
 
0
1 1
ln
c cm m
i i i
i i
s T R Tσ σ
= =
⎛ ⎞= + − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ , (48) 
where 0σ  denotes scattering cross section of the basis. 
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2.2.2 Finite element triangle mesh modeling 
For a further study of the sample having arbitrary periphery, e.g. a rough surface, which is 
hard to be described analytically, a finite element triangle mesh, which is frequently used in 
computer graphics, has been introduced in the complex geometry modeling (Ding & Wang, 
unpublished; Wang, 2006; Li et al., 2008; Li, 2009). The principle of this method is to 
approximate a sample surface by using finite triangles. Obviously, more triangles are used 
more precise description of the sample surface is attainable. A schematic diagram for 
constructing complex sample geometry is shown in Fig. 7 (a)-(c). The space points are firstly 
selected to lie on the sample surface. By connecting the neighboring points in a certain 
order, as shown in Fig. 7 (b)-(c), a finite element triangle mesh for modeling of a sample 
surface with arbitrary geometry can be obtained. For example, in Fig. 7 (d), a finite element 
triangle mesh for a helix is shown. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Schematic diagram for constructing complex sample geometry. (a) Selection of the 
space points on sample surface. (b),(c) Connection of the neighboring point for obtaining the 
triangles. (d) The finite element triangle mesh for a helix. 
In a MC simulation by using finite element triangle mesh modeling, it is hard to know 
whether an electron is located in the sample or not just by solving equations like in the CSG 
modeling. So, a tag should be added to the electron firstly to denote if it is in the sample or 
not. For example, 
 
0,    outside the sample;
1,    in the sample.
ξ ⎧= ⎨⎩  (49) 
The tag would be changed when the electron trajectory passes through any triangle in the 
mesh. Judging intersection of the electron trajectory is just like that in CSG modeling. From 
present spatial location of an electron, a straight line which goes along the electron moving 
direction, is drawn. The line will encounter triangle(s) and be divided into several segments 
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by the intersection point, and each section has its tag to denote its position (in or out of the 
sample). Then a similar step like in CSG modeling can be used to calculate the path length. 
a. Space subdivision method 
Although the basic algorithm for path length calculation is built, an improvement is still 
necessary for the simulation because the judging intersection of a trajectory with the 
triangles is quite time consuming. Here the space subdivision method is developed to 
accelerate the calculation. The scheme is shown by Fig. 8. After dividing the space into a 
cubic lattice containing the finite element triangle mesh (Fig. 8(a)), triangle slices lie in some 
cuboids (Fig. 8(b)). The intersection judging can be performed to be limited to within a 
subcuboid instead the whole space. To prepare the intersection judging, the statistics of the 
triangles contained in each subcuboid should be figured out at first. Starting from the 
present position of an electron, the first subcuboid on its path of the trajectory to be traveled 
can be detemined, as well as C  (Eq. (46)) in the first subcuboid. If lnC R≥ −  is satisfied, the 
path length is decided by Eq. (47). Otherwise, by using the straight line drawing algorithm 
(Cleary & Wyvill, 1988), the next subcuboid in the path of the trajectory can be found (Fig. 
8(c)), and the same routine as in the first subcuboid is applied. After this do-loop is 
performed for subcuboids one by one, the path length is finally obtained; otherwise, the 
electron goes out of the sample. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram for space subdivision method. (a) Dividing space into cuboids. (b) 
Statistics of triangles lying in each cuboid. (c) Judging the subcuboids in which a trajectory is 
passed through. 
b. Treatment of refraction 
When an electron penetrates through a boundary interface, the refraction of electron moving 
direction should be considered. The refraction at a surface is treated as follows: First, the 
direction of an electron in the sample coordinate system of axes ( ), ,x y z  is transformed to 
the new coordinate system of axes ( )', ', 'x y z  with the 'z -axis normal to a triangulated plane 
(Fig. 9).  
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Fig. 9. The schematic diagram of coordinate system transformation for the directional vector 
N
iij
 of an electron. The old frame of axes ( ), ,x y z  is fixed at the sample, and the new frame of 
axes ( )', ', 'x y z  is at a local triangulated plane with the 'z -axis normal to the plane. Here, Niij  
stands for the normal vector of a local triangulated plane that the electron enters into. 
The transform relation is, 
 
'
'
'
cos cos cos sin sin
sin cos 0
sin cos sin sin cos
x N N N N N x
y N N y
N N N N Nz z
v u
v u
v u
θ φ θ φ θ
φ φ
θ φ θ φ θ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞−⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
, (50) 
where ( ) ( )' ' ', , sin cos ,sin sin ,cosx y zv v v ϑ ϕ ϑ ϕ ϑ=  is the unit vector of velocity in the new 
frame of axes and ( ) ( ), , sin cos ,sin sin ,cosx y zu u u θ φ θ φ θ=  in the old frame of axes. Nθ  and 
Nφ  are the polar and azimuthal angles of the normal vector N
iif
 of the local triangulated 
plane, respectively. Second, when an electron escapes from solid into the vacuum a 
quantum mechanical transmission coefficient (Cohen-Tannoudji et al., 1977), i.e. Eq. (42), is 
applied to the electron fate as being absorbed or emitted. 
Third, the direction of electron will be changed according to the refraction law, 
1 1 2 2sin sinE Eϑ ϑ= , where 1E  and 2E  are the electron energies inside and outside the 
solid, respectively; 1ϑ  and 2ϑ  are the polar angles of the unit vector inside and outside the 
solid, respectively. Because the electron kinetic energy inside a material is referenced to the 
top of conduction band, the energy changes by the inner potential when an electron passes 
though a surface/vacuum interface, i.e. 2 1 0E E U= − , where 0U  is defined in Eq. (38). Thus, 
the unit vector is changed as, ( ) ( )2 2' ' ' ' ' ' '' , ' , ' , , 1 1x y z x y z zv v v v S v S v S v⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ , where 
2 1S E E= . When the polar angle 1ϑ  is larger than the critical angle, 1C 0 1sin 1 U Eϑ −= − , 
the electron may be reflected by the surface, ( ) ( )' ' ' ' ' '' , ' , ' , ,x y z x y zv v v v v v= − . Fourth, an 
inverse transformation to the old frame of axes should be done after changing the direction 
by refraction, 
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'
'
'
' cos cos sin sin cos '
' cos sin cos sin sin '
sin 0 cos' '
x N N N N N x
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. (51) 
3. Simulation of CD-SEM images for critical dimension nanometrology 
In integrated circuit industry, new material and new device structures will probably allow 
MOS devices to remain competitive near-term years in spite of Moore’s Law. Metrology of 
the electronic material and devices is crucial to the research and development of future 
semiconductor industry. Especially, the most fundamental one is that of dimension 
metrology, such as critical dimension (CD) and film thickness (Vogel, 2007). According to 
the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS, 2007), the dimension of 
transistor gates has been decreased to about 30 nm with the accuracy lower than 1 nm by 
2007. Thus, strict dimension control is an extremely urgent task in near-term years. 
Many measurement methods are being developed to meet the case, such as, scatterometry, 
atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and SEM (Maeda et al., 2008). 
Among them, SEM is widely used as a standard tool for the linewidth measurement and CD 
metrology for its high resolution and high efficiency. A specialized length measuring 
instrument named critical dimension scanning electron microscope (CD-SEM) has thus been 
developed and widely used for the dimension metrology (Wang et al., 2007). The top-down 
mode in CD-SEM is mostly employed inline or offline for it is a nondestructive and great 
throughput examination. 
However, there still remains a problem in accurate dimension metrology and linewidth 
measurement because of the edge effect in SE images. The edge effect can induce an 
important feature in SE line-scans, the bloom, which gives rise to the contrast that 
distinguishes the edge from the rest of the sample. The finite width of the bloom may lead to 
tens of nanometers of ambiguity in the edge position (Villarrubia et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 
2007). Moreover, the extent of the edge effect is the feature size dependent. When the 
line/feature size is decreased to several tens nanometers, the bias due to the edge effect 
would become more obvious. A lot of works including both experimental study (Bunday et 
al., 2007; Choi et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2003; Kawada et al., 2003; Maeda et al., 2008; 
Matsumoto et al., 2006; Morokuma et al., 2004; Novikov et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2006; 
Shishido et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2003; Tanaka et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2005; Tanaka et al., 
2007; Tanaka et al., 2008a; Tanaka et al., 2008b; Wang et al., 2007; Yamane & Hirano, 2005) 
and theoretical investigation (Abe et al., 2007; Babin et al., 2008a; Babin et al., 2008b; Bunday 
& Allgair, 2006; Dersch et al., 2005; Frase & Hǂǃler-Grohne, 2005; Frase et al., 2007a; Frase et 
al., 2007b; Gorelikov et al., 2005; Villarrubia et al., 2004; Villarrubia et al., 2005a; Villarrubia 
et al., 2005b) with MC simulation methods have been done, aiming at accurate estimation of 
the CD values with CD-SEM. However, when the dimension decreases to tens nanometers 
most of the experiential methods, such as, the maximum derivative method, the regression 
to baseline method and the sigmoidal fit method, face different difficulties (ITRS, 2007; 
Villarrubia et al., 2005a). A reasonable algorithm is urgently needed for the linewidth 
metrology of nanometer systems. Several algorithms (Bunday & Allgair, 2006; Frase & 
Hǂǃler-Grohne, 2005; Frase et al., 2007a; Morokuma et al., 2004; Novikov et al., 2007;  
Shishido et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2003; Villarrubia et al., 2004; Villarrubia et al., 2005a; 
Villarrubia et al., 2005b) by MC methods for CD linewidth determination have been brought 
up to meet the limitation of the traditional experiential algorithms. 
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Recently, several new algorithms have been published. Novikov et al. (Novikov et al., 2007) 
have described a method for linear measurement in the nanometer range by taking into 
account the relationship between the specific probe positions and the SEM signal sharp kink 
points. The method is quite simple and suitable for large linewidth and sidewall angle; but, 
it would have large error when linewidth and/or sidewall angle are small because the kink 
points can not be distinguished clearly in these cases. Frase et al. have presented an 
exponential distribution operators method (Frase & Hǂǃler-Grohne, 2005; Frase et al., 2007a) 
with which the SEM intensity profile is modeled by a piecewise-defined continuous function 
that approximates to the measured intensity profile extracted from an image by means of a 
least-squares fit. The algorithm is tested by a series of MC simulations which fit well with 
the simulation results for large dimensions (>100 nm) and large sidewall angles (not close to 
vertical). However, the error will be large also for smaller dimensions and sidewall angles. 
Tanaka et al. have developed a multiple parameter profile characterization algorithm 
(Morokuma et al., 2004; Shishido et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2003) based on MC simulated 
and experimental results, which partitions the SEM image signal into the sidewall and 
footing based on the first deviation of the measured signal level. It applies to top-down SEM 
images and no throughput loss will be incurred; it is shown to have a 3-sigma accuracy of 
±0.9° for sidewall angle deviating by more than 2°. The limit of the algorithm is the effective 
range of the sidewall angle estimation, and, the error will also increase when the linewidth 
is reduced. Villarrubia et al. have introduced a model-based library (MBL) method 
(Villarrubia et al., 2004; Villarrubia et al., 2005a; Villarrubia et al., 2005b) by which a library 
of the MC simulation results for various parameters spanning the process space of interest is 
constructed. Dmitry et al. have also used an off-line generated MC simulation library and 
fitted the measured intensity profiles of the critical shape metrology (Gorelikov et al., 2005). 
In principle, this library method would be the most accurate one for it can directly relate the 
measured signal profiles with the modeled geometry. However, it would need to put huge 
effort in order to obtain such a calculation library for lots of different experimental 
parameters, and it is difficult to differentiate cases with the similar shape of SE line-scan 
profiles. 
Frase et al. have recently reviewed the fundamentals, special performance features and 
applications of existing SEM image contrast simulation packages based on MC methods 
(Frase et al., 2009). It is considered that the MBL method should be the most accurate 
algorithm for its sound physical foundation and one-to-one relationship between the image 
intensity profile and the geometry models (Villarrubia et al., 2005a). The model-based 
method by using a MC simulation has been proved to be an excellent approach to determine 
specimen geometric parameters by comparing the measured SEM image data directly with 
the model input data for calculation. For this purpose we have to deal with three elements 
involved in a simulation, i.e. the sophisticated physical model, the universal geometric 
structure model and efficient simulation algorithm. For SEM imaging simulation the 
physical modeling of SE signal generation in different materials plays a critical role. The 
influence of different MC models to the linwidth determination has been carefully carried 
out recently (Villarrubia & Ding, 2009). For a geometric structure modeling of a realistic 
trapezoidal line shape, many parameters should be taken into account, such as, width, 
height, foot/corner rounding, sidewall angle and roughness, etc. Apart from these, other 
influencing factors, such as electron beam condition (primary energy, probe size and 
incidence angle), material properties (composition and distribution), SE signal detection 
(detector properties and electric field) and others (charging effects, noise and etc.) should be 
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considered to meet the accurate linewidth control (Frase & Hǂǃler-Grohne, 2005). In order 
to build such a library an efficient simulation program should be constructed in order to 
save calculation time for a mass of practical conditions. 
Among them, however, the influence of the side wall roughness, the line edge roughness 
(LER) or the line width roughness (LWR), to CDs has rarely been included in a theoretical 
calculation because of the complexity of constructing a reasonable rough surface model. The 
LER or the LWR can degrade resolution and linewidth accuracy (Yoshimura et al., 1993) and 
cause fluctuation of transistor performance (Asenov et al., 2003; Croon et al., 2002; Diaz et 
al., 2001; Ercken et al., 2002; Hamadeh et al., 2006; Kaya et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2004a; Kim et 
al., 2004b; Linton et al., 1999; Linton et al., 2002; Oldiges et al., 2000; Xiong & Bokor, 2002; 
Xiong & Bokor, 2004; Xiong et al., 2004; Yamaguchi et al., 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2004). It 
becomes a critical issue when the CDs for semiconductor devices shrink into few tens 
nanometers (ITRS, 2007; Gwyn et al., 2003) because the roughness on the edge of the line 
does not scale with the linewidth (Asenov et al., 2003). Though many efforts have been done 
to estimate LER/LWR with top-view SEM images (Braun, 2005; Foucher et al., 2006) and 
especially by comparing with CD-AFM (Foucher et al., 2006), their dependence on different 
CD-SEM experimental conditions is still not quite clear because the roughness is a complex 
parameter to metrology. But, on the other side, in a MC simulation one can in principle 
construct a rough surface structure model with exact defined values of roughness 
parameters. The image contrast simulation enables us to establish a relation of SEM image 
contrast with structure model directly; such a relationship can be used for a quantitative 
estimation of the influence of roughness on the linewidth measurement. For this purpose we 
shall introduce a universal rough edge structure modeling into a MC simulation for the first 
time. 
In this section, a MC simulation program for modeling of linewidth measurement has been 
developed to solve these problems (Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Ding & Li, 2005; Ding & Wang, 
unpublished; Li & Ding, 2005; Li et al., 2008; Mao et al., 2008; Shimizu & Ding, 1992; Yue et 
al., 2005). The main topic here is to apply the MC method to investigate in detail the 
influence of various factors to the contrast of SEM line-scan and image. The study gives a 
further insight into the new algorithm for CD metrology/linewidth determination. This MC 
simulation is mainly based on the up-to-date electron scattering model (Shimizu & Ding, 
1992; Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Mao et al., 2008), a universal geometric structure model (Ding 
& Li, 2005; Ding & Wang, unpublished; Li & Ding, 2005; Li et al., 2008; Yue et al., 2005) and 
the message passing interface (MPI) program with accelerated algorithm (Ding & Wang, 
unpublished; Li et al., 2008), as mentioned in Sec. 2 and the following. A systematic 
calculation for different parameters has been done, advancing a step towards building a 
MBL library. 
3.1 Simulation method and surface roughness model 
Villarrubia and Ding (Villarrubia & Ding, 2009) have compared eight MC physical models 
based on phenomenological fitting measured parameters, a binary scattering model and a 
dielectric function approach. They concluded that, CD linewidths estimated by these models 
agree to each other within ±2.0 nm on silicon and ±2.6 nm on copper in 95% of comparisons 
with electron landing energy, beam width, and other parameters typical of those used in 
industrial CD measurements. In Ref. (Frase et al., 2009), Frase et al. also reviewed the 
physics of probe-sample interaction and modeling, and existing MC simulation programs. 
Both of them found that, the MC model based on the Mott’s cross-section for elastic 
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scattering and a dielectric function approach for inelastic scattering would achieve the most 
agreeable result comparing with experiment. Furthermore, this MC model enables a more 
detailed treatment of the various physical processes involved, such as, the cascade SE 
generation. 
In this respect, the MC model (Li et al., 2008) used here for SEM image simulation has been 
improved as shown in Sec. 2. Additionally, a rough surface geometry model is introduced to 
construct the sample surface, together with using of a ray-tracing technique (Li & Ding, 
2005) in the calculation procedure of electron step length. Appropriate boundary correction 
(Yue et al., 2005) had also been considered in order to treat the reflection/refraction of low 
energy SEs when they pass through an interface separating different materials. 
3.1.1 Electron scattering model 
The MC simulation of electron scattering process bases on the tracing of incident electron 
trajectories made of joining of randomly sampled electron scattering events as well as that of 
generated SE (Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Shimizu & Ding, 1992). For the treatment of electron 
elastic scattering (also can be found in Section2), the Mott’s cross section (Mott, 1929) with 
the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac atomic potential (Bonham & Strand, 1963) is employed. As for 
electron inelastic scattering, we use a dielectric function formalism which handles as well 
the SE production in an electron inelastic scattering event. The FPA has been used in this 
work to calculate energy loss function (Mao et al., 2008), without introducing SPA (Ding & 
Shimizu, 1996; Penn, 1987). The compiled experimental data on the optical constants (Palik, 
1991) were used. Secondary electron excitation process is divided into two individual parts 
in the calculation (Mao et al., 2008), i.e. the single electron excitation and the excitation via 
plasmon decay in different areas of the momentum transfer- and energy loss-plane. This 
consideration has been proven to be more exact than the previous model (Ding & Shimizu, 
1996) in deriving secondary electron energy distribution particularly for those materials that 
having a strong and sharp plasmon energy loss peak in its optical energy loss function, such 
as, Si and Al. 
As pointed out by Villarrubia & Ding (Villarrubia & Ding, 2009), the physical model itself 
could introduce error more or less, in spite of using the most sounded physics. Here, in 
order to stand out the influence of other factors to the CDs, we would neglect the uncertain 
error due to the physical model here. 
3.1.2 Sample structure construction 
Modeling of 3D structures is the basic factor in contemporary CD metrology, thus, different 
kinds of modeling have been introduced (Frase et al., 2009). The reasonability for illustration 
of 3D specimen structures and the optimization of simulation are certainly the two most 
aspects for a 3D geometric structure model. 
The geometric structure used in this simulation is mainly based on our primary works (Ding 
& Li, 2005; Ding & Wang, unpublished; Li & Ding, 2005; Li et al., 2008; Yue et al., 2005), as 
illustrated in Sec. 2. For describing a geometrical structure, two main approaches have been 
applied; one is the CSG (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005; Yue et al., 2005) and the other uses 
a finite element triangle mesh to approximate the sample surface (Ding & Wang, 
unpublished; Li et al., 2008). Furthermore, for the surface roughness structure, the finite 
element triangle mesh model is very suitable to simulate the line edge roughness of the 
wafer gate. The surface roughness can be parameterized by the amplitude 3σ  and the 
density described by the interval a  of rough peaks. 
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A Gaussian function is a good approximation for characterization of gate length fluctuation 
or linewidth roughness (Bunday et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2004a; Xiong et al., 2004) and is 
usually used to model the rough effects. Therefore, here we represent the random surface 
roughness by introducing two parameters: the 3 deviation of a Gaussian function describes 
the amplitude fluctuation of rough peaks, and, the mesh interval, a, describes the density of 
rough peaks. By varying the two parameters we can obtain a variety of rough surfaces or 
rough edges. Specific sampling of vertical coordinate above the plane, z, which satisfies the 
statistical distribution, 
 ( ) ( )2 21 exp 2
2
f z z σπσ= − , (52) 
for each grid point is firstly made at a finite element square mesh whose lattice constant is a. 
Each square is then divided into two triangles so that the grid is in fact a triangulated mesh; 
by joining mesh points a 3D geometric structure of random peaks and valleys, each one is in 
a hexagon form that having six side surfaces, is constructed. Because now the surface is not 
as that defined by a simple condition z = 0 for a smooth plane, we have to deal with the local 
surface plane in order to determine electron incidence/emission location. The reason to use 
a triangulated mesh is due to its advantage on easy judging the intersection of a velocity 
vector with a local triangulated plane when considering an electron incidence into the 
surface or emission from the surface (Ding & Li, 2005). A smooth plane surface can be 
constructed similarly by simply setting the vanishing amplitude. For the side surface of a 
line, it’s also easy to construct a rough surface firstly on a virtual plane z = 0 and then 
transform this plane with the mesh grid points into a declining side with the side wall  
angle α. Fig. 10 shows the schematic diagram of a rough surface construction. Fig. 11 is an 
example of mesh building of a rough line, where each surface is roughness modulated. 
 
 
Fig. 10. (a) The schematic diagram of the roughness amplitude constructing by using 
triangulated meshes; (b) the triangulated mesh; (c) the local rough peaks constructed. 
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Fig. 11. Example rough surface structure of a trapezoidal line constructed with a 
triangulated mesh. 
For the smooth structure, we can use two different constructive methods: first, the CSG 
modeling as well as a ray-tracing technique for SEM images for an inhomogeneous 
specimen with a complex geometric structure. Second, we can also construct the smooth 
geometry structure by using finite element triangle mesh while setting 0σ = . 
Therefore, the geometric structure for a trapezoidal line with or without corner rounding, 
whose cross-sectional profile is shown in Fig. 12, is described by following parameters: the 
height H , the upside width W , the side wall angle α  and the corner radiuses Ur , Dr . The 
surface roughness can be parameterized by the amplitude 3σ  and the density described by 
the interval a  of rough peaks. Using the parameter set, ( ), , , , ,U DH W r r aα σ , the linewidth 
can be easily described by the top-CD, (such as, TW W= ), and the bottom-CD, (such as, 
2 tanBW W α= + ), as usual for the CD metrology of the gate lines.  
 
 
Fig. 12. The schematic diagram of specifying parameters of: (a) a trapezoidal line with 
smooth surface; (b) a trapezoidal line with corners and smooth surface; (c) a trapezoidal line 
with rough surface. 
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3.1.3 Computational conditions 
The image pixels are set as 225×300 or 220×500 at an interval of 0.5-1.0 nm; for each pixel a 
number of 310  incident electron trajectories and several tens times of secondary electron 
trajectories are traced. To simplify the simulation the beam diameter is firstly assumed to be 
infinitely small; a more realistic image for finite probe size can be further obtained by a 
convolution procedure with a Gaussian probe width distribution. In the presented results 
we have not taken account of angular information of SE signals and also ignored any effect 
due to a detector and electric filed in vacuum chamber, i.e. all the emitted electrons from the 
surface whose kinetic energy are smaller than 50 eV are taken as SE signals. A parallel 
computer is used to perform the calculation with a MPI program. The high efficency of the 
program can be considered for the most complex case of surface roughness structures: The 
memory required is ( )O N , i.e. proportional to the number of the rough surface peaks, N . 
The CPU time can be reduced from ( )O N  to ( )1 3O N  by introducing the spatial 
subdividing technique. For example, only a few minutes are necessary for a linescan and 
several hours for an image when using about 100 CPUs on a parallel computer. 
3.2 Model validation 
To verify the current MC simulation model, we have compared the simulated SE yield, the 
SE energy spectra and more directly the SEM line-scan and images with experimental 
results. The SE yield and energy spectra are fairly important to the SEM image simulation 
for it implicates the interaction mechanism of electrons with a solid. In our previous studies 
reasonable values of secondary yield and satisfactory energy distribution curves (Mao et al., 
2008) as well as backscattering energy spectra (Ding et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2004b) have 
been successfully obtained, which has proved the reasonability of this MC model. For Si 
considered here, by using the full-Penn algorithm instead of single-pole approximation for 
the energy loss and considering more accurate SE excitation process, a good agreement had 
been obtained for absolute SE yield (Joy, 1995) and the SE spectrum (Joy et al., 2004) with 
experimental ones (Fig. 13). 
 
 
Fig. 13. Comparison on (a) the SE yield and (b) the SE energy spectra between experimental 
measurements and the calculations for Si. Experimental data are represented by solid 
symbols in (a) (Joy, 1995) and solid line in (b) (Joy et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 14. A comparison on the SE line-scans and images between experimental results 
(Kawada et al., 2003; Shishido et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2003) and calculation. The input 
parameters in MC simulation are: (a) 240 nm,  120 nm,  1.5H W α= = = − c ; (b) 
240 nm,  120 nm,  2.1H W α= = = c ; (c) 240 nm,  120 nm,  3.8H W α= = = c  for left side and 
2.1α = c  for right side; (d) 150 nm,  65 nm,  5H W α= = = c ; 3 6 nmσ = , 10 nma=  for 
rough sides; 3 1.5 nmσ = , 2 nma=  for rough top and substrate surfaces. The beam 
diameter for convolution is 8 nm for (a), (b) and (c), and 3 nm for (d). The primary energy of 
the electron beam is 0.8 keV for (a), (b) and (c), and 1 keV for (d). 
Fig. 14 presents directly a comparison on SEM line-scans and images for smooth geometry 
lines between the simulation results for different parameters (sidewall angle and roughness) 
with experiments (Kawada et al., 2003; Shishido et al., 2002; Tanaka et al., 2003). The 
consistence found is reasonably well in different cases. The minor difference is that the 
simulated intensity drops at the edges of the line by the shadowing effect but in an 
experimental image this effect is vanished because of the existence of small external electric 
field. Fig. 14(b) indicates that, whether this shadowing effect is included or excluded dose 
not influence the linewidth. We can further deal with line edge roughness (LER) or line 
width roughness (LWR) as mentioned in Ref. (Li et al., 2008). It can be seen that the present 
MC simulated line scanning profile of a rough edge agrees qualitatively well with the 
experimental observation by choosing suitable parameters, indicating that the rough surface 
model introduced here is quite reasonable. One can thus estimate the actual roughness 
values of the observed system by comparing the simulated images with the experimental 
ones. The gate line segment distribution obeys Gaussian function with a standard deviation 
of line edge fluctuation (Bunday et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2004a; Xiong et al., 2004). Fig. 15 
shows that, by a statistics made for the above example calculation of line scanning profile 
for a 65 nm gate line, a predicted Gaussian distribution of the linewidth has been indeed 
obtained. This fact also demonstrates that the rough surface model introduced here is very 
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reasonable. Here, the gate length is decided by only considering the two blooms of the line 
without introducing any experiential arithmetic because the usual arithmetic is questionable 
at nanoscale (Villarrubia et al., 2005a). It can be seen that the most probable value of the 
linewidth is a little bit (~1 nm) smaller than the actual geometry, which should be due to the 
inherent SEM image contrast formation. Hence, we can investigate the influence of each 
factor individually. Such a study will lead to an insight into building an applicable 
algorithm, perhaps the MBL method, for measuring linewidth. 
 
 
Fig. 15. The simulated gate line segment distribution of a rectangular Si line with the input 
geometry parameters: 150H =  nm, 65W =  nm, o0α = , 3 6σ =  nm and 10a=  nm. The 
primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV. 
3.3 Influences of structural parameters to CDs 
The precision of CD-SEM requiring optimum operation conditions with respect to stability, 
achievable resolution, signal-to-noise ratio and choice of primary energy (Frase et al., 2009). 
To clarify these conditions, in the following, we present the simulated line-scans of silicon 
lines and discuss the effect of each parameter one by one; they are electron beam parameters 
(energy, probe size and incidence angle) and geometry parameters (width, height, 
foot/corner rounding, sidewall angle and roughness). 
The beam parameters are important factors to linewidth measurement. Probe energy, size, 
shape, current, incident angle and so forth can affect SE intensity and SEM contrast though 
different ways. Electron beam at low energies, E0 ~ 300-3000 eV, is usually used in practice 
for it offers some important advantages to CD metrology by the following reasons (Cazaux, 
2005): First, the low energy electron beam penetrates only into a thin surface layer in the 
specimen, thus reducing radiation damage and increasing the surface sensitivity of the 
imaging process. Second, the sharpness of images governed by topographic contrast can be 
increased for the extent of the edge effect decrease when the beam energy is low (Joy & Joy, 
1996). Third, the SE yield is higher at low energies and, hence, the better signal-to-noise ratio 
at a given beam current and dwell time per pixel. To illustrate the influence of the beam 
energy to CDs in detail, the line-scans of a Si gate line at different beam energies are given in 
Fig. 16. The contrast increases with the energy. However, a little change on line-scan shape 
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has been found due to the change of interaction volume with primary energy. The CDs are 
found nearly the same for different beam energies. Thus, the beam energy factor influences 
the contrast and line-scan shape but none to CD. 
 
 
Fig. 16. The simulated SE line-scans of a Si line at different beam energies. The input 
parameters in MC simulation are: 150 nm,  65 nm,  3.8H W α= = = c , the beam size is 5 nm 
of FWHM. 
The probe size and shape which describe the cross-sectional distribution of incident 
electrons can influence CDs dramatically. In SEM, the lateral resolution is also governed by 
the probe diameter (Bronsgeest et al., 2008; Cazaux, 2005), which broadens the real 
dimension of the edges of a line. Probe size and current are interrelated (Bronsgeest et al., 
2008), thus, the resolution in practice is limited (e.g., about 3 nm in low energy region and 
less than 1 nm in much high energy region). To clarify the extent of influence of limited probe 
size to CDs, the line-scans of a Si gate line with different probe sizes are shown in Fig. 17.  
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Fig. 17. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans of a single edge of a Si line with different beam 
sizes. The input parameters in MC simulation are: 150 nm,  65 nm,  3.8H W α= = = c . The 
primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV. 
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The CDs increase gradually with the probe size. The bias of CDs caused by probe size can be 
estimated from this relation if the probe size is known. Here, the shape or the intensity 
profile of a probe is considered as a Gaussian distribution approximately for thermionic, 
Schottky and cold field emitters (Bronsgeest et al., 2008). However, it has been pointed that 
some critical beam shape dependencies that are not correctly account for by the simple 
Gaussian model (Tanaka et al., 2005), and that the effect of electron incident angle is not 
negligible; the electron distribution far from focus is not consistent with a Gaussian model at 
the impact position of electrons on a line by the effect of aberrations of the beam shape. The 
requirement of the accuracy and stability of measurement in CD-SEM needs a better beam 
shape model (Tanaka et al., 2006). 
The feature of a modeled line can be characterized by several pattern parameters. By 
considering the relationship of the simulated SE line-scan/image of modeled line with the 
experimental one, the pattern-dependent errors of linwidths could be removed. We have 
studied systematically different kinds of these pattern parameters, such as, width, height, 
foot/corner rounding, sidewall angle and roughness, and have discussed the influences to 
linewidth measurement quantitatively. In order to consider the contributions of different 
parameters, the beam conditions are kept the same in different cases as, the incident energy 
is 1 keV and the beam size is 5 nm of FWHM. 
As shown in Fig. 18, when the width of the line is larger than 20 nm the SE line-scans look 
quite similar. However, when the width is smaller than the effective attenuation length the 
signal intensity will increase because of the edge effect. When the sidewall angle is not equal 
to zero, the model linewidth increases with the height; the line-scan edge shape and the 
distance between two blooms or two valleys can change dramatically. However, the height 
of the line does not influence the linewidth directly (Fig. 19). 
 
 
Fig. 18. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans for different widths of a Si line. The input 
parameters in MC simulation are: 100 nm,  5H α= = c . The primary energy of the electron 
beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 5 nm of FWHM. 
The reason for the negligible effect of width and the height on linewidth can be explained as 
follows (Reimer, 1998): the SE emission intensity at an edge obeys inverse cosine law as, 
1 cosθ , where θ  is a sidewall angle. Thus the CDs do not change with the width and 
height because the SE yield is the same on the edge surface where θ  is a constant. 
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Fig. 19. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans of a single edge for different heights of a Si line. 
The input parameters in MC simulation are: 40 nmW = , 5α = c . The primary energy of the 
electron beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 5 nm of FWHM. 
The line-scan shape at an edge is very sensitive to the sidewall angle. Thus, the sidewall 
angle is a critical factor to the linewidth measurement. To illustrate the dependence of 
linewidth on sidewall angle, the line-scans and also the bias between the simulation and 
model are shown in Fig. 20 where the sidewall angle is varied from 0° to 9°. The linewidth 
increases slightly with the sidewall angle increasing. The tendency is the same as the 
experimental results (Tanaka et al., 2003). 
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Fig. 20. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans for with different sidewall angles of a Si line. The 
sidewall angle index is defined in figure 9. The input parameters in MC simulation are: 
40 nmH = , 40 nmW = . The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 
5 nm of FWHM. 
More generally, the line-scan shape is also sensitive to other angular features, such as, the 
footing and the corner angle indexes. The rounding feature of a line is usually represented 
quantitatively by the sidewall angle, the footing and the corner indexes (as shown in Fig. 21) 
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in practice (Morokuma et al., 2004). These two indexes can be defined based on the first 
derivative of the measured signal level, that is, the distances between peaks and outer 
zeroes of the first derivative are calculated as the feature indexes. As can be found in Figs. 22 
and 23, both of the footing index and corner index are increasing with the bottom and top 
radius. The difference between them is mainly because a part of influence of sidewall angle 
index has been included in the corner index. The sidewall angle index and the corner index 
have the similar effect on the form of line-scans. 
 
 
Fig. 21. The sketch for the definition of footing and the corner indexes of the linescan for a 
trapezoidal line with corner rounding as shown in Fig. 12(b). 
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Fig. 22. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans of the lines with different bottom corner radius of 
a Si line. The input parameters in MC simulation are: 100 nm,  40 nm,  0H W α= = = c , 
10 nmUr = . The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 5 nm of 
FWHM. 
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Fig. 23. The simulated CD-SEM line-scans of the lines for different top corner radius of a Si 
line. The input parameters in MC simulation are: 100 nm,  40 nm,  0H W α= = = c , 
15 nmDr = . The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 5 nm of 
FWHM. 
The LER and LWR have become a critical issue when the CDs for semiconductor devices 
shrink into a few tens of nanometers because it can degrade resolution and linewidth 
accuracy and cause fluctuation of transistor performance. A lot of experimental and 
theoretical researches have been done to confront this problem (Braun, 2005; Foucher et al., 
2006). 
In Figs. 24(a)-(e) and Figs. 25(a)-(e), the calculated CD-SEM images of 40 nm width lines are 
shown for different roughness amplitudes and densities, respectively. When the amplitude 
3σ  increases from zero to 9 nm the line edge roughness of SEM images becomes obviously 
and the bias of the linewidth is also increased. However, the line edge roughness changes 
only slightly when the density decreases from 1/2 to 1/9 nm-1. The bias due to LER/LWR 
can be up to more than 10% for tens-nanometer linewidth. Indeed, it can become one of the 
main contributions to the bias of CDs in the future (ITRS, 2007). 
 
 
Fig. 24. The simulated CD-SEM images of the lines with different roughness amplitudes. 
The input parameters are: 100H =  nm, 40W =  nm, o3α =  and 6a=  nm. (a)-(e): the 3σ  of 
roughness amplitude changes from 0 to 9 nm. The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 
keV. 
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Fig. 25. The simulated CD-SEM images of the lines with different roughness densities. The 
input parameters are: 100H =  nm, 40W =  nm, o3α =  and 3 3σ =  nm. (a)-(e): the 
roughness interval changes from 2 to 9 nm. The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 
keV. 
The electrical charging phenomena play another major role in determination of CDs in CD-
SEM for insulating specimens (such as, resist and SiO2) studied in semiconductor industry. 
Charging effects can change SE yield, contrast or other properties by its influence on the 
electron transport process and the surface potential. It is a dynamic process in the imaging 
by SEM, which can cause a dynamic component of CD measurement error (Babin et al., 
2008a; Babin et al., 2008b; Cazaux, 2006). A lot of theoretical works have pointed out the role 
of charging effects in SEM (Babin et al., 2008a; Babin et al., 2008b; Cazaux, 1999; Cazaux, 
2004; Renoud et al., 2004; Rau et al., 2008) and it has been considered in several MC models 
(Babin et al., 2008a; Babin et al., 2008b; Frase et al., 2009). It is found that a contrast reversal 
when beam voltage was varied; thus the charging effect can further influence the accuracy 
of CDs. The quantitative study of the influence of charging effects on CDs is urgent for the 
future work. 
There are also other factors that may influence the CDs, such as, electron beam incidence 
angle and focus, material properties, SE signal detection and others (noise and etc.) (Babin et 
al., 2008a). Indeed, these factors can be ignored in most cases. For example, normal 
incidence beam are most used in CD-SEM, the changes of incidence angle are just used in 
some special cases or intentionally (Morokuma et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2003). Also, 
material properties or SE signal detection would change the SE yields then the contrast of 
images accordingly. Noise in a real CD-SEM image could produce measurement errors that 
have both random and nonrandom components (Xiong et al., 2004). The sensitivity of a 
roughness measurement to noise depends on both the choice of edge detection algorithm 
and the quality of the focus. Villarrubia et al. (Villarrubia et al., 2005a) have pointed out that 
measurements are less sensitive to noise when a model-based algorithm is used. In fact, the 
effect of noise can be studied by adding appropriate random noise to the simulated line-scan 
or more simply by changing number of incident electrons for the simulation because the 
noise and the roughness are uncorrelated. 
As discussed above, the beam size, geometry of feature related to the angle indexes 
(sidewall angle, footing and corner angles), roughness and charging effects are the 
dominating factors to the CDs. Therefore, the accurate algorithm should be constructed by 
considering these factors theoretically. Furthermore, the errors attributed to different factors 
should also be distinguished quantitatively for different influences may cause the similar 
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line-scan feature; for example, the sidewall angles and height may cause quite similar 
feature when appropriate parameters are selected as shown in Fig. 26. A MBL algorithm can 
be constructed but it needs great amount of calculation corresponding to all possible values 
of parameters. Because the relationship of CDs with different factors is smooth and 
monotonous, we may fit the line-scan curves to construct a library of the relation of CDs 
with different factors. 
 
 
Fig. 26. A comparison of line-scans of lines with different side-wall angles and different 
heights. The primary energy of the electron beam is 1 keV, the beam size is 5 nm of FWHM. 
4. Simulation study of scanning Auger electron images 
As a useful surface analysis tool, SAM has been used for elemental mapping of material 
surface. But, the quantitative mapping is quite difficult because some artifact signals 
(Prutton et al., 1995) can be produced in a complex process of electron beam interaction with 
a sample in addition to its disadvantages in the low signal-to-noise ratio, low spatial 
resolution and low energy resolution. 
To comprehend the problems, many efforts (Cowley & Liu, 1993; El Gomati et al., 1978; El 
Gomati et al., 1979; Hembree et al., 1991; Hembree & Venables, 1992; Ito et al., 1996; Janssen 
& Venables, 1978; Liu & Cowley, 1993; Liu et al., 1993; Tuppen & Davies, 1985) have been 
done theoretically by using a MC simulation method and experimentally since ten years 
ago. Experiments were aimed to improve the spatial resolution for surface step and small 
particles deposited on substrates under different beam conditions (Cowley & Liu, 1993; 
Hembree et al., 1991; Hembree & Venables, 1992; Ito et al., 1996; Janssen & Venables, 1978; 
Liu & Cowley, 1993; Liu et al., 1993). The edge effect observed on a rough edge, which is 
caused by primary electrons when passing through the side surface of a step/particle and 
then hitting the surrounding substrate surface to generate extra Auger signals of the 
substrate elements, and the backscattering effect, which is resulted by primary electrons that 
backscatter to the sample surface to generate extra AEs of the surface elements, are mainly 
discussed for systems of thin film step on substrates by simulations of Auger line scans 
using MC methods (El Gomati et al., 1978; El Gomati et al., 1979; Tuppen & Davies, 1985). 
Recently, attentions (Jablonski & Powell, 2005; Powell, 2004) have been paid to the effect of 
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backscattered electrons on the analysis area in SAM for improving the precision in 
quantitative analyses. It has been also reported (Wight & Powell, 2006) a use of the extended 
logistic function for fitting AE and SE line-scans in order to provide a measure of interface 
width. A quantitative description of surface roughness effects on Auger peak-line profiles 
for pure and alloyed specimens was done in an experimental way (Agterveld et al., 1999). 
However, the important mechanism of Auger signal contrast has not yet been discussed in 
detail. Furthermore, the interested specimens have been shifted from micrometer structure 
to nanometer structure (Childs et al., 1996) now with the instrumental improvement (Jacka, 
2001; Prutton, 2000; Venables & Liu, 2005); it thus requires explanations for many effects 
appeared in the nano-systems. 
In this respect the image simulation can help us to comprehend the contrast formation 
mechanism and, therefore, is expected to play an important role for predicating the artifact 
and improving precision of elemental mapping by SAM. For this purpose we employ in the 
present work a MC electron trajectory simulation method, which can accurately describe the 
scattering and transport processes of incident electrons and of signal electrons beneath the 
sample surface (Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Shimizu & ding, 1992). Our previous comparisons 
(Ding et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2004a; Ding et al., 2004b) made on the energy distribution and 
yields of BSEs and of SEs have resulted very well agreement between MC simulation results 
and experimental measurements and, thus, confirmed that this MC physical model of 
electron scattering is quite reasonable. Though MC simulation technique has been widely 
used in studies of SEM and X-ray microanalysis (Gauvin et al., 1995; Yan et al., 1998) for 
simple geometrical specimens or even more complex geometric structures (Liu, 2000; Ly et 
al., 1995; Postek et al., 2002) to obtain high quality point analysis, line-scans and two 
dimensional images, however, MC simulation of SAM images is still very limited partly due 
to the difficulty to model a multi-elemental system with complex geometric structures. 
The topic in this section then aims to extend the MC simulation of SEM images for complex 
sample geometries (as in Sec. 3) to that of SAM images. The physical model of electron 
scattering and SE generation is mainly based on that of Ding & Shimizu (Ding & Shimizu, 
1996), and here we need to consider additionally the AE generation process. The geometric 
structure model of specimen by Li & Ding (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005), which 
combines the CSG modeling and a ray-tracing technique, is used to treat an inhomogeneous 
specimen with a complex geometric structure (as in Sec. 2); each basic object for structure 
constructing can be chemically vacancy, element, alloy or compound. The size of a sample 
considered can be very small, such as in the order of nm, which is comparable to or even 
less than the electron scattering mean free path. Hence, necessary correction to sampling of 
electron scattering step length due to the specimen boundary condition must be considered. 
These improvements make it a meaningful MC model for AE image simulation of complex 
structured specimen surface. 
4.1 Simulation model 
The present MC model of electron scattering is mainly based on our previous approach 
(Ding & Shimizu, 1996), i.e. with the uses of Mott's scattering cross-section (Mott, 1929) for 
electron elastic scattering and Penn's dielectric function approach (Penn, 1987) to electron 
inelastic scattering. The cascade secondary electron production is included. However, we 
also need to consider the ionization events for AE generation, for which the Casnati et al.’s 
cross-section (Casnati et al., 1982) for inner-shell ionization has been used. The main feature 
of this model is given in Sec. 2 and only the inner-shell ionization, the cascade SEs/AEs 
generation and the special boundary corrections are outlined below. 
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4.1.1 Inner-shell ionization 
Several empirical expressions of inner-shell ionization cross-section are commonly used for 
MC simulation of individual ionization events; among them the Gryzinski’s formula 
derived from a classical binary collision model (Grizinski, 1965a; Grizinski, 1965b; Grizinski, 
1965c) had been more popularly used simply because of its simplicity in the expression and 
completeness for providing excitation function, total cross-section and stopping power 
equation that are necessary for a simulation based on continuous slowing down 
approximation. However, the Gryzinski’s cross section does not satisfactorily describe the 
experimental data. By careful examining several frequently used cross-sections, it has been 
concluded (Powell, 1989; Seah & Gilmore, 1998) that the best formula of inner-most shells 
ionization cross-section is that of Casnati et al. (Casnati et al., 1982). Therefore, we adopt the 
following Casnati et al.’s cross-section in this work, 
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This semi-empirical formula is the most suitable for describing the experiment data for 
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Fig. 27. presents the M-shell ionization cross sections of Au by Gryzinski’s and Casnati’s 
formulas, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 27. The comparison of M-shell ionization cross sections of Au by Gryzinski’s and 
Casnati’s formula. 
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4.1.2 Cascade secondary electrons 
In the present simulation model for discrete electron scattering events we have included SE 
generation because high energy SE may also slightly contribute to the inner-shell 
ionizations. Meanwhile the SE signals are essential to the simultaneous simulation of SEM 
image for comparison. We assume that each inelastic collision may produce a knock-on SE 
by transferring the loss energy ΔE, to an inner-shell electron or a valence-conduction 
electron. The generated SE may undergo the similar inelastic collisions to cause a cascade SE 
production inside the sample. The dielectric function model mentioned above has been 
introduced to describe the energy loss; this cascade process is traced in the simulation until 
all the SEs either escape from the surface or come to rest within the sample. Only those 
emitted SEs whose energy is less than 50 eV are counted as true SE signals, otherwise they 
are BSE signals. The detailed description of this simulation process has been discussed 
elsewhere (Ding & Shimizu, 1996; Li & Ding, 2005; Yue et al., 2005). 
4.1.3 Auger electrons 
Simulation of AE trajectories and the associated scattering events can be treated in the 
similar way as for the incident electrons and the generated SEs. The difference only takes 
place for the initial condition of a trajectory start. 
 
 
Fig. 28. The excitation depth distribution function (EXDDF) of ( )5 67 67Au M N N  for 8 keV at 
normal incidence. 
In a MC simulation once an inelastic collision occurs, that is sampled by a random number 
with the cross-section ratio between inelastic one to the total one, there is a certain 
probability to be the inner-shell ionization event. Another random number determines the 
type of inelastic scattering channel according to the cross-section ratio of the inner-shell 
ionization to the total inelastic cross-section obtained in the dielectric function approach. 
Casnati et al.’s cross-section is then used in this process for determining the ionization 
probability; however, the energy loss is still determined by the differential cross-section in 
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the dielectric function approach when the fate of the inelastic channel selection is 
determined as inner-shell ionization. Certainly, here we need to consider which element 
and/or which shell is responsible for the ionization with the related inner-shell ionization 
cross-sections. 
The signal intensity of AEs is quite weak in comparing with that of BSEs and SEs because of 
its rare probability. However, for a SAM image simulation we need only concern with 
relative intensity of Auger signals. Then we adopt a weighting method to increase the 
effective Auger signal intensity: in an ionization event we enable a certain amount (taken as 
50 here) of Auger electrons, instead of only one, to be generated with the same characteristic 
energy at the same place of ionization location but their isotropic emission direction is 
randomly sampled. The energies, coordinates and directions of movement of these 
generated AEs are stored in the memory of a computer. After tracking all the trajectories of 
the primary electrons, the simulation for AEs and SEs will then be performed. Only those 
AEs emitted from the sample surface into the vacuum without losing much their 
characteristic energy, i.e. ΔE < 1 eV, will be registered as the concerned Auger signals. In Fig. 
28, the excitation depth distribution function (EXDDF) of Au(M5N67N67) for 8 keV is given, 
which characterize the depth distribution of excited AE signals. 
4.1.4 Boundary corrections 
A general simulation of AE image has to deal with chemically inhomogeneous specimen. 
For such a specimen the electron scattering mean free path is position dependent because 
the total scattering cross-section varies with spatial region. Then the conventional sampling 
for the step length should be modified when an electron passes through an interface 
separating different material zones. Especially when the feature size of the structure 
considered is under the order of submicron and is comparable with the magnitude of 
scattering mean free path, the modification to the sampling of step length should be 
particularly important. A ray-tracing technique (Ding & Li, 2005; Li & Ding, 2005; Yue et al., 
2005) in the calculation procedure of electron steps has been employed here, which is 
suitable for a sample made of discrete elemental zones. The sampling step is now described 
as in Sec. 2 in detail. 
Because the electron kinetic energy inside a material is referenced to the inner potential, it 
changes with the inner potential when an electron passes through the boundary separating 
different materials, as illustrated in Sec. 2 (Kotera et al., 1992). 
4.2 Results and discussion 
MC simulations of line-scan profile and 2D image of AEs have been performed for several 
specimens. For calculation of a line-scan profile the trajectories of 510  primary electrons are 
simulated at each position of a line scanning across the specimen, and, for simulation of an 
image with 200 200×  pixels the trajectories of 410  primary electrons are tracked at each 
pixel. To simplify the factors influencing the images simulation the beam diameter is firstly 
assumed to be infinitely small; a more realistic image for finite probe size can be further 
obtained by a convolution with a Gaussian electron beam profile. In the presented results 
we have not taken account of angular information of signal electrons, i.e. all the emitted 
electrons from the surface are taken as respective signals according to their kinetic energy. 
We also ignore any effect due to a detector and electric filed in vacuum chamber. 
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To verify the present MC simulation, the contrast investigation is firstly made by 
considering a particle/matrix system. Fig. 29(a) shows a quantitative comparison on the AE 
line-scans over Al particles on a Si substrate between the calculation and an experiment 
(Childs et al., 1996), and Fig. 29(b) shows a comparison for 2D SAM images of Al particles, 
treated as three semi-spheres of different diameters in calculation, placed on a Si substrate 
surface; the same condition as in the experiment (a 20 keV primary electron beam and the 
CMA analyzer) was considered in the calculation. By adjusting the parameters, i.e. particle 
diameter and beam diameter, in the simulation line-scan profile fit the experimental results 
very well with the estimated beam size of 20 nm. Furthermore, the contrast of the calculated 
Al(KLL)-AE image for a 20 nm beam spot size is also very close to that of the experimental 
image. 
 
 
Fig. 29. Comparison on the Auger (a) line scans and (b) images of Al semi-spheres placed on 
a Si surface between the Monte Carlo simulation and an experiment (Childs et al., 1996). The 
primary electron beam of 20 keV is at normal incidence to the surface; the beam size is 
estimated to be 20 nm. The diameters of three semi-spheres are 56, 76 and 44 nm. The 
( )Al KLL - and ( )Si KLL -Auger signals are measured with a CMA analyzer. 
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The simulations were then performed for different conditions by varying particle 
composition, size and location, the primary energy and the incident angle. For the contrast 
of such a system the topographic factor may also be a main source of contrast of an AE 
image. For quantitative surface chemical mapping, it is intended to reduce the artifacts by 
reducing topographical contrast and revealing otherwise hidden chemical contrast (Prutton 
et al., 1995). However, there are still no confirmed conclusions about the effect of each factor 
till now. 
In Fig. 30 the calculated Auger line-scan profile is shown for an Au sphere located on or 
embedded in a Cu matrix. An obvious contrast change for both ( )5 67 67Au M N N  and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M  AE signals can be found when changing the depth of Au sphere as well as 
the sphere diameter. One can see that, for ( )5 67 67Au M N N  Auger line-scans, the contrast 
due to topography retains obviously when a particle is placed on the surface or half 
embedded in the matrix. On the other hand, when an Au particle is entirely embedded in 
the matrix so that the topography factor is further weakened, the contrast varies quickly 
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Fig. 30. Calculated ( )5 67 67Au M N N - and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M -Auger line-scans for an Au sphere 
located on a Cu surface or embedded in a Cu matrix. D  is the depth of the particle (the 
negative value of D  represents the case of a particle placed on the surface). d  is the 
diameter of the particle: (a) 10 nm; (b) 20 nm; (c) 100 nm; (d) 200 nm. The primary electron 
beam of 8 keV is at normal incidence to the surface. 
with the depth and wholly vanishes when the top of the particle reaches the signal effective 
depth, typically 0.3~3 nm. This is obviously due to the emission range limitation for AEs 
that excited by such a primary beam of 8 keV. Only those AEs generated from the outmost 
atomic layers of a solid surface can survive to be ejected and registered as AEs; this range 
estimated by IMFP depends on the AE energy only. The profile shape alters not only with 
the depth of a particle but also with the particle size. For large particles ( 200d=  nm) there 
is an edge contrast quite similar to that observed in SEM. The reason for this sharp increase 
of Auger signals at an edge is that AEs generated can have greater chance of emission from 
the side surface when an electron beam impacting on the edge. Therefore, topographical 
factor plays also an important role in the SAM contrast of large features. For 
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( )3 45 45Cu L M M  Auger line-scans, the contrast is expected to be opposite to that of ( )5 67 67Au M N N . This is almost true except in the case that a small particle (e.g. 20d<  nm 
at 8 keV) is placed on the surface (Fig. 30(a)): the dip of Cu-Auger electron current at the Au 
particle region is so weak that it is hard to observe the placed small Au particles from the 
variation of the substrate Auger signals. This is also a topographical effect for small features. 
For submicron Au particles (e.g. 100d>  nm at 8 keV), the usual edge enhancement effect 
(caused by higher-energy SEs that passing through the side surface of a particle and hitting 
the substrate to generated extra AE signals of the substrate (Ito et al., 1996)) and 
shadowing/shading effect (shadowing of the AEs on their emission path by a particle leads 
to a decrease of the substrate signals at the edge (Shimizu & Everhart, 1978)) become 
obvious in Cu-Auger line-scans as observed experimentally (Ito et al., 1996). These effects 
due to the excitation and emission process of AEs have been well expounded (El Gomati et 
al., 1988; Shimizu & Everhart, 1978; Tuppen & Davies, 1985; Umbach & Brunger, 1989; 
Wells, 1974). 
To separate the topographical factor from the chemical factor in contrast a SAM image, Fig. 
31 illustrates the contrast purely due to topographical factor for the case of Cu particles 
placed on a Cu substrate. The calculated contrast is then quite close to that of a secondary 
electron SEM image (Yue et al., 2005). This fact shows clearly that the topographical factor 
plays also an important role in SAM image contrast when the particle size is larger than the 
attention depth of AEs, leading to the edge effect. Rough surface, which could lead to more 
AE signal emission by enlarging the effective surface region, consequently, enhances the 
intensity of AE signals and produces the topographical contrast. 
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Fig. 31. Calculated ( )3 45 45Cu L M M -Auger line-scan for Cu spheres located on a Cu surface 
or embedded in a Cu matrix. The diameter of spheres is 100 nm and the separation between 
them is 200 nm. The primary electron beam of 8 keV is at normal incidence to the surface. 
The chemical factor in SAM image contrast is mostly related to the dependence of excitation 
and emission processes of AEs on atomic number of materials. The contrast is basically 
caused by the Auger excitation probability of particular atoms within a small region of 
electron beam impact area; when the interaction volume of electron beam is larger than the 
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feature size of a structure the creation and transportation of AEs in a nearby spatial region 
which is chemically different could become an important factor to influence the contrast. 
Therefore, chemical and topographical factors are both dominant to the contrast. 
The contrast properties presented above can be observed more intuitively by a 2D image. 
Fig. 32 shows the calculated results for Au particles of 100 and 200 nm diameters at different 
depths in a Cu matrix for a primary energy of 8 keV. ( )5 67 67Au M N N  and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M  
AE images are both obtained. In Au-Auger electron images (Figs. 32(a) and (c)), the contrast 
obviously becomes weaker as the particle locates deeper inside the matrix, and, it even 
entirely vanishes when the depth reaches about the particle diameter. When the particle is 
located on the surface or half-embedded in the matrix, a very clear and similar contrast can 
be observed. In substrate Cu-Auger electron images (Figs. 32(b) and (d)), a corresponding 
contrast is observed. The edge enhancement effect and the shadowing/shading effect can 
also be clearly seen in the 2D image. It obviously shows that the contrast of Cu-Auger 
electron signals for a particle placed on the surface is higher than that half-embed in the 
matrix. This is due to the fact that the topography factor becomes more crucial so that the 
edge enhancement effect becomes more obviously when the particle placed on the surface. 
 
 
Fig. 32. Simulated SAM images for Au particles located at various depths in a Cu matrix:  
(a) ( )5 67 67Au M N N , 100d= nm; (b) ( )3 45 45Cu L M M , 100d= nm; (c) ( )5 67 67Au M N N , 
200d=  nm; (d) ( )3 45 45Cu L M M , 200d=  nm. The primary electron beam of 8 keV is at 
normal incidence to the surface. 
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The contrast and the resolution of AE image are two main factors concerned by SAM. It has 
been shown that utilization of the low primary beam voltage of 3 kV has the advantage of 
reducing the edge effect in analyzing a 0.7 mμ  TiN particle on a steel (Forsyth & Bean, 1994; 
Olson et al., 1993) and an Au bar (0.6 mμ  high and 1.0 mμ  wide) on a Si substrate (Tuppen 
& Davies, 1985). While it has also been pointed out that (Ito et al., 1996) electrons with high 
energy will penetrate deep into the particle to reduce edge effect. The edge effect can 
dramatically degrade spatial resolution (El Gomati et al., 1988; Shimizu & Everhart, 1978; 
Tuppen & Davies, 1985) because AE from substrate can be detected even when the primary 
beam is impacted at the particle. At lower primary energies, it is more difficult for electrons 
to pass through the side surface of a particle and to hit the surrounding substrate surface for 
producing the edge effect. At higher primary energies, incident electrons can penetrate 
much deep into the particle to reduce the edge effect. Both of the extreme cases can improve 
the resolution of Auger images by reducing the edge effect. 
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Fig. 33. Simulated ( )5 67 67Au M N N - and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M -Auger signal contrasts for an Au 
particle ( 1 μmd= ) placed on a Cu surface as a function of energy of a primary electron 
beam at normal incidence to the surface. 
To investigate the accurate relationship between the contrast of AE image and primary 
electron energy, we have performed simulation of Auger line-scan of an Au sphere of the 
diameter of 1 mμ  placed on a Cu substrate surface at different primary energies and at a 
normal incidence condition (Fig. 33). The simulations of the line-scan profile have enabled 
the contrast to be estimated, which is defined as ( ) ( )max min max minC I I I I= − + , where I  
denotes the AE intensity. It can be seen that with the increase of the primary electron energy 
(3-30 keV), the Au-Auger electron contrast firstly decreases a little bit to a minimum at about 
15 keV corresponding to overvoltage ratio of 7 8U = −  and then increases. But the overall 
contrast in the energy range is nearly unit because the Au-Auger electrons can only be 
excited at the position of Au particle. However, the contrast for substrate Auger signals 
decreases consistently with increasing primary energy. This is due to the edge effect and 
backscattering effect that mentioned previously (El Gomati et al., 1988; Shimizu & Everhart, 
1978; Tuppen & Davies, 1985). Both of these two effects can reduce the intensity difference 
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of the Cu-Auger electrons when a primary beam scans over a particle. The relations found 
here are useful to estimate the proper energy for the best contrast observation. 
Fig. 34 shows the dependence of contrast on particle size. With increasing particle size the 
contrast of ( )5 67 67Au- M N N  Auger image falls to be a constant but still nearly equals to 
unit, while the ( )3 45 45Cu- L M M  contrast rises. This relation between contrast of Au signals 
and particle size can be easily understood from the mechanism of shading effect and the AE 
emission process. The contribution to the emitted Au-Auger signals by those electrons 
generated from deeper depth than IMFP can be neglected. Most of the emitted AEs are 
produced within a very short distance from the sample surface, typically 0.3~3 nm, which is 
enough small compared with the particle diameter concerned here. Therefore, the contrast 
of Au-Auger image does not change almost with particle size. For Cu-Auger electron image, 
the enhancement of the contrast with increase of particle size is mainly due to the reduction 
of substrate AE emission from the position underneath the particle. The topographical factor 
has dominated the Cu-Auger contrast: on the one hand, the edge effect is unconspicuous 
when the particle is very small (< 10 nm); on the other hand, for large particles (>400 nm) 
the contrast is a constant (~1 if the background signal is ignored) for the shading effect 
becomes obvious. In the middle range of the particle size (10~60 nm) where the contribution 
to the contrast by the edge effect exceeds that by the shading effect, a contrast reversion 
would appear. In the other words, for these particle sizes the detected intensity of substrate 
AEs when a primary beam is impacted at the center position of the particle can be even 
higher than that when a primary beam is impacted at the substrate surface. This effect is 
mainly due to that more substrate AEs can be exited by the edge effect, but less of these AEs 
emitted from the substrate would be shadowed by the particle. 
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Fig. 34. Simulated ( )5 67 67Au M N N - and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M -Auger signal contrasts for an Au 
particle placed on a Cu surface as a function of particle size for a primary electron beam of 8 
keV at normal incidence. 
In order to investigate the contrast more comprehensively, we have also performed a 
calculation for the oblique incidence condition at an incident angle of 45°. The results for 
line-scans of an Au particle of diameter 100 nm located at different depths in a Cu matrix are 
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illustrated in Fig. 35. The following effects can be observed: Firstly, the Auger intensity 
peaks and valleys have a position shift. This is due to that the line-scan position does not 
correspond linearly to the true impact location at structures protruding from a plane surface 
when they are illuminated by an oblique electron beam. Secondly, the shapes of line-scan 
profiles are different for different depths because of an obstructing effect of Au particles. 
This difference in contrast may be helpful in judging the in-depth position of particles for 
such a system. Furthermore, the shading effect and the edge effect become more obvious in 
the forward side and the backward side, respectively. This is mainly because of that the 
oblique incidence condition can decrease the backscattering effect in the forward side facing 
electron beam but increase the effect in the backward side. 
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Fig. 35. Calculated ( )5 67 67Au M N N - and ( )3 45 45Cu L M M -Auger line scans for an Au 
particle ( 100d=  nm) placed on a Cu surface and for a primary beam of 8 keV at an incident 
angle of 45c . 
Besides the above effects, several other effects are studied for the systems under the special 
conditions. These effects are the contrast enhancement for different elemental particles that 
wholly embedded in a matrix, the artifact contrast due to nearby geometries containing 
different elements, and the variation of substrate AE intensity by the chemical composition 
of tiny particles. The mechanism for all of these effects can be explained by the electron 
transport and scattering processes under different special geometry configurations. 
In Figs. 30 and 32, an enhancement of ( )3 45 45Cu L M M - AE signal in a line-scan or an image 
has been shown when an Au particle is wholly embedded in a Cu matrix. The effect is 
contrast to one’s expectation and should be mainly due to the difference on the 
backscattering probability for the incident electrons between elements Au and Cu. If a nano-
particle of heavier element is embedded in a matrix of lighter element, the intensity of the 
matrix Auger signals would increase because more BSEs from the embedded particle would 
transport to the nearby matrix region where they can excite more matrix AEs. This effect is 
useful for detection of particles underneath a surface by increasing the primary electron 
energy. 
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Fig. 36. Calculated line-scan of Auger electrons for a specimen made of C-, Cu- and Au-
spheres placed on a Si surface and for a primary beam of 6 keV at normal incidence: (a) 
C(KLL); (b) Cu(L3M45M45); (c) Au(M5N67N67); (d) Si(KL23L23) .The diameter of spheres is 100 
nm and the separation between them is 150 nm. 
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Fig. 37. Calculated Cu(L3M45M45)-Auger line-scans for a specimen made of C-, Cu- and Au-
spheres placed on a Si surface or half-embedded in a Si matrix and for a primary beam of 6 
keV. D is the depth of a particle (the negative value of D represents the case of a particle placed 
on the surface). d is the diameter of a particle and s is the separation between particles. 
Fig. 36 illustrates line-scan profiles, for several different elemental particles closely placed on 
a surface of another elemental substrate, of corresponding elemental Auger signals. An 
important effect causing an artifact contrast of Auger images has been found, e.g. C(KLL) 
signals appear in the Cu-particle region and Cu(L3M45M45) signals in the Au-particle region. 
To explain the origin of artifact signal let us now, for example, consider Cu(L3M45M45) 
signals: when an electron beam scans over a heavy elemental Au-particle. Some of incident 
electrons can be emitted from Au-sphere after suffering multiple elastic scatterings to deflect 
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largely from their incident direction, and thus reentered into the nearby Cu particle; these 
scattered electrons can then have enough energy to produce Cu-Auger electrons inside the 
Cu particle, and those emitted Cu-Auger electrons are recorded as artifact signals at the 
scanning location of Au-particle. However, when an electron beam scans over a light 
elemental C-particle, less incident electrons can be scattered out of the particle with large 
scattering angle and, thus, produce negligible artifact signal at the scanning location of C-
particle region. For substrate Si(KL23L23) signal electrons, they are less produced in the 
region below Au-particle and many of them are hardly to be emitted from the region due to 
blocking of the particle. It can be seen that many factors may influence the artifact contrast, 
such as, the particle elements and respective Auger signal, the separation between particles, 
the particle size and depth, the incident energy and angle of incidence. Different conditions 
have thus been considered in simulation. Figs. 36(b) and 37(b) clearly show that the artifact 
contrast decreases dramatically when the separation between two particles change from 150 
to 300 nm. Fig. 37(a) indicates that the artifact contrast still presents when the particle is half-
embedded in the matrix. The artifact signal intensity increases with particle size in Fig. 37(c). 
For an oblique incidence, the artifact signal can be increased in the region of forward side 
but decreases in backward side, as shown in Fig. 37(d). Furthermore, it has been shown that 
the artifact C-Auger signals are more obvious at the position of Cu-particle but the artifact 
Cu-Auger signals are nearly vanished at the position of C-particle; the difference varies with 
the differences between atomic numbers of two relative elements of particles. 
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Fig. 38. Simulated C(KLL) -Auger line-scan and image for a specimen made of C- and Au-
cuboids on a Si surface and for a primary beam of 8 keV at normal incidence. 
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Hence, as discussed above, the geometrical structure and elemental composition of 
specimen, the electron beam condition and Auger excitation shell are those factors to affect 
the artifact contrast of such a system. This artifact phenomenon is basically due to the 
backscattering of electrons. Obviously, it is much easier for electrons to escape from the 
sharp edges and to produce a stronger artifact contrast. Fig. 38 shows a simulated line-scan 
profile and a 2D image of C(KLL) signal for a system made of C- and Au-cuboids with small 
separation on a Si substrate. The result clearly shows that a sharp edge can strengthen the 
artifact contrast, especially for a nanometer structure. 
In Fig. 36(d), another effect that the substrate Si-Auger electron intensity varies with the 
chemical composition of tiny particles has been predicted. The effect can be more obviously 
displayed in a 2D image as shown by Fig. 39. The contrast is due to many factors that may 
influence the transport property of signal electrons, such as, density, atomic number and 
thus stopping power and scattering cross-sections etc. Fig. 39 also shows the simulated SEM 
images of SEs and of BSEs in order to compare with the substrate SAM image. The signal 
intensity in a backscattered electron image increases only with atomic number through 
electron elastic scattering cross section while in a secondary electron image relates mainly to 
the stopping power of electron inelastic scattering. There is an additional difference between 
the substrate SAM- and SEM-signals: the substrate SAM signals are produced only inside 
the substrate and are blocked by the particles during their emission; therefore, the signal can 
only appear for small particles and it will vanish when the particle size is all greater than the 
attenuation length of substrate AEs, as shown by Fig. 40. Obviously, this calculation may 
help to understand the contrast formation mechanism of a SAM image of such nanometer 
structures. 
 
 
Fig. 39. Calculated SAM- and SEM-images for a specimen made of C-, Cu- and Au-spheres 
placed on a Si surface and for a primary beam of 6 keV at normal incidence. The diameter of 
the spheres is 200 nm and the separation between particles is 250 nm: (a) Si(KL23L23) -Auger 
electrons; (b) secondary electrons; (c) backscattered electrons. 
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Fig. 40. Calculated line-scan of Si(KL23L23)-Auger electrons for a specimen made of C-, Cu- 
and Au-spheres placed on a Si surface and for a primary beam of 6 keV at normal incidence. 
The diameter of the spheres is 1 mμ  and the separation between particles is 2 mμ . 
 
 
Fig. 41. Simulated Auger electron images for a complex structure of Au-Cu alloy (Au0.8Cu0.2) 
on a Si surface and for a primary beam of 6 keV at normal incidence: (a) Au(M5N67N67);  
(b) Cu(L3M45M45); (c) Si(KL23L23); (d) sketch map. 
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In order to demonstrate the universality of the present simulation for complex structures 
with multi-elemental composition, the simulations of a multi-layer sample filled with Au-
Cu alloy has also been performed; the calculated 2D SAM images are shown by Fig. 41. The 
Au- and Cu-Auger electron images illustrate the specified elemental distribution very well. 
More interesting is to find that the Si-Auger electron image has a brighter intensity at the 
position of the geometry features, which should mainly come from the obvious edge effect 
and backscattering effect for the nanometer system as mentioned above. 
In summary, in this section we have proposed a MC simulation method of SAM images for 
a variety of inhomogeneous specimens made of elements, alloy or compounds with complex 
geometrical structure. Simulations for several model specimens have been carried out. A 
good agreement found between the simulation and experimental observation confirms the 
validity of the present simulation model. The contrast properties for several nanometer 
structures, typically the particles on a substrate, are discussed in detail by varying particle 
size and location, energy and incident angle of a primary beam. Several interesting results 
have been obtained: 1. The depth of particles can influence the contrast dramatically; 
topography and chemical composition are also the main factors affecting the contrast. 2. The 
relationships of the contrast of AE images with primary beam energy and particle size have 
been investigated. The contrast is mainly influenced by different effects, i.e., the edge effect 
and backscattering effect. 3. At oblique incidence condition the shape of structures observed 
in a SAM image may be distorted from the realistic one. 4. An enhancement of the substrate 
Auger signals is mainly due to the stronger backscattering effect of the embedded particle 
than that of the matrix. 5. The artifact contrast is shown and the backscattering effect of 
electrons is explained to be the main reason. 6. An effect has been predicted that the 
substrate Auger signal varies with chemical composition of small particles. 7. Simulation for 
a multi-layer sample filled with alloy has been performed to show the universality of the 
simulation method. These results have demonstrated that the present simulation model is 
universal and useful to explore the contrast mechanism of AE image. Further Monte Carlo 
studies are necessary in order to develop a correction procedure to remove artifact intensity 
for a quantitative SAM mapping of realistic surfaces. 
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